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ABSTRACT 

A PHONOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF PROTO 

CHIN 

Khoi Lam Thang 

Payap University, Chiang Mai, 2001 

Supervising Professor: Dr. Fraser Bennett 

This thesis presents a phonological reconstruction of Proto Chin. Previous 

phonological reconstructions of Chin focused on tone and initial consonants (Ono 

1965, Solnit 1979, Luce 1985, Ostapirat 1998, Bhaskararao 1998).  

Chin languages are generally classified under the Kuki-Chin-Naga branch of Tibeto- 

Burman (Shafer 1966, Benedict 1972, Bradley 1997), and are traditionally subgrouped 

as Southern Chin, Central Chin, Northern Chin, Old Kuki and Other Chin Groups 

(Grierson 1904, Bradley 1997). So-Hartmann (1988) has proposed a lower level 

subgrouping of Southern Chin languages. However, a full phonological 

reconstruction, classification and subgrouping of Chin languages is yet to be 

completed. 

A lexicostatistic analysis of 21 Chin languages spoken in Myanmar resulted in a 

preliminary subgrouping and selection of six representative languages for 

reconstruction purposes. The comparative method was applied to these representative 

languages for a reconstruction of Proto Chin, based on a 443-word vocabulary. This 

reconstruction provides a solution for the longstanding reconstruction problem of *, 

and sheds additional light on the subgrouping of Chin languages 
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บทคดัย่อ 

การสืบสร้างทางระบบเสียงของภาษาโบราณตระกูลฉ่ิน 

โดย 

คอย    ล  ำ    ทงั 

มหำวทิยำลยัพำยพั    เชียงใหม่    2544 

อำจำรยผ์ูค้วบคุมวทิยำมิพนัธ์  :  ดร   Fraser Bennett 
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Benedict 1972, และ Bradley 1997) ซ่ึงในสมยัก่อนภำษำตระกลูฉ่ินน้ีมีกำรจดัเป็นกลุ่มยอ่ย 
ออกเป็นฉ่ินใต ้  ฉ่ินกลำง ฉ่ินเหมือ กก่ีูเก่ำ และภำษำฉ่ินสำขำอ่ืนๆ (Grierson 1904, Bradley 

1997). So-Hartmann (1988) ไดเ้สนอกำรจดัแบ่งกลุ่มของภำษำตระกุลฉ่ินสำขำฉ่ินได ้ แต่ 
อยำ่งไรก็ตำมกำรสืบสร้ำงทำงระบบเสียงของภำษำตระกลูฉ่ินยงัไม่สมบูรณ์นกั 

 วทิยำนิพนธ์ฉบบัน้ีไดใ้ชว้ธีิกำรเปรียบเทียบสถิติของค ำศพัทด์ั้งเดิม จดัแบ่งกลุ่มภำษำตระกลูฉ่ิน 
จ ำนวน 21 ภำษำ ซ่ึงเป็นภำษำใชพ้ดูในประเทศพม่ำ กำรจดัแบ่งกลุ่มภำษำในขั้นพื้นฐำนไดค้ดัเลือก 
ตวัแทนภำษำล ำหรับกำรสืบสร้ำงภำษำโบรำณจ ำนวน 6 ภำษำ จำกนั้นใชว้ธีิกำรเปรียบเทียบภำษำ 
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กระจ่ำง ในกำรจดัแบ่ง ภำษำยอ่ยของภำษำตระกลูฉ่ินอีกดว้ย 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

The Chin languages have rarely been studied by linguists. As a result the 

classification and subgrouping of these languages is incomplete. This thesis aims to 

provide a reconstruction of Proto Chin and to propose a subgrouping of the languages 

based on this reconstruction. 

This chapter presents a brief overview of the Chin people, Chin linguistic 

classification, the existing literature; the purpose of this thesis; and the sources of 

linguistic data and the methodology used in it.  

In chapter 2, the selection of representative Chin languages is discussed. Chapter 3 

provides brief descriptions of the selected languages. The reconstruction is given in 

chapter 4. A description of Proto Chin, the phonological relationships among Chin 

languages and a proposed stammbaum of the Chin language family are provided in 

chapter 5. Chapter 6 is the conclusion. 

1.1 Background 

This section provides brief background information about Chin people in general and 

particularly in the Chin State of Myanmar
1
. The discussion includes the historical 

background of Chin people, geographical and demographic information, cultural 

background, communication, and the nomenclature used for different languages.  

                                                 
1 Myanmar was formerly called Burma. The SLORC changed the country name to Myanmar in 1989. 
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Figure 1. Map of Myanmar 
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1.1.1 Historical background 

Chin people have different autonyms as well as exonyms (See section 1.1.6), and live 

in Bangladesh, India and Myanmar. Their origin was the Yellow or Manchu River 

valley of Southwest China from where they migrated considerable distances over 

many centuries (Lehman 1963:11).  

Scholars give different dates for their entry into Myanmar. Lehman (1963) claims this 

entry date to be 750 AD, Khen Za Sian (1999) proposes 800 AD, and Tuan Khaw 

Kham (1999) claims 850 AD. The earliest historical mention of Chin people in 

Myanmar comes from inscriptions of the Pagan kingdom from the thirteenth century 

AD (Lehman 1963:20).   

Later, Chin people moved toward the west of mainland Myanmar. Vum Kho Hau 

(1963) dates this migration as 1374 AD, which is the time when the Kalay (or Kale) 

Sawbwa (chief) built the Kalay palace and Chin people were put to forced labor. The 

other proposed dates for the settlement of Chin people to the current region are  1347 

AD (Kip Thian Pau 1999), 1400 AD (Khen Za Sian 1999), and 1490-1510 AD (Bawi 

Hu 1998). 

The British invaded and annexed the Chin Hills in 1892 and declared the area an 

integral part of Burma. The British introduced the Chin Hills Regulation in 1896, 

making the Chin Hills a single administrative area. This regulation was replaced by 

the Chin Special Division Act of 1948, which was adopted on October 22, 1948, after 

Myanmar gained independence. Within the Chin Special Division were six 

subdivisions: from north to south, Tedim, Falam, Hakha, Mindat, Paletwa and 

Kanpetlet. 

The Chin Special Division was changed to the Chin State under Section 30 (B) of the 

Constitution of the Union of Burma adopted on January 3, 1974. The former six 
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subdivisions were formed into nine townships: Tonzang, Tedim, Falam, Hakha, 

Thantlang, Matupi. Mindat, Paletwa, and Kanpetlet.  

The scope of this thesis is confined to the Chin languages spoken in Myanmar, 

particularly in the Chin State.   

1.1.2 Geography and demography 

The Chin State lies in the west of Myanmar, between 24 and 21.45 degrees north 

latitude and between 92 and 94.5 degrees east longitude as shown in Figure 2. The 

area of Chin State is 13,367 square miles. 

The Chin hills are a series of generally north-south oriented mountain ranges, but 

south of 22 degrees north latitude there is a large region in which this pattern is 

interrupted by cross-cutting local ridges, valleys, and other irregularities (Lehman 

1963). The main mountain ranges vary in height from 5,000 to 9,000 feet. The highest 

mountain point, Victoria (Khonu), is 10,018 feet above sea level, situated in Mindat 

Township of Southern Chin State. The main rivers in Chin State are the Manipur, 

Bawinu, Kaladan and Tio rivers. The climate is chiefly influenced by monsoon 

winds, but owing to the altitude, the weather is often cold. There are three seasons, 

hot, wet, and cold.  

Up-to-date official demographic information for the Chin State is not available. 

Referring to the 1931 census of India, Luce (1985) gives the total population of Chin 

speakers in Burma as nearly 344,000 with 44 different tribes. Today the population in 

Chin State is about 435,000. The writer of this thesis estimates that native speakers of 

Chin languages comprise over 95% of this population. 
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Figure 2. Map of Chin State  

Map adapted from Rand McNally (1998) 
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1.1.3 Culture 

The emblem of the Chin people is the hornbill, associated in Chin legend with 

faithfulness, fidelity and loyalty. Before they embraced Christianity, Chin people 

were headhunters and animists. The society is patriarchal and monogamous. In the 

past, the hair knot position differed from north to south. Grierson (1904:552) says, 

… the Siyins, Soktes, Thados, Yos and Whenos wear the hair in a knot on 

the nape of the neck; the Tashons, Yahaos, Hakas, and the southerners 

generally tie it up on the top of the head, whence the name Baungshe, 

because it is usually just over the forehead. 

The Masho, who are today known as Khami (Vumson 1988:43) wore their hair 

knotted at the side of the head. 

Little agricultural advancement has taken place in Chin State, so that swidden 

cultivation is still practiced in some places. Ancient religious beliefs and culture are 

interwoven such that it is difficult to differentiate the culture from beliefs. In the past, 

Chin people did not have friendly inter-tribal relationships but fought each other. The 

practice of revenge is still present among some Southern Chin groups.  

Christianity was introduced to the Chin Hills by American Baptist missionaries in 

1899. Christianity changed some customs, such as spirit worship, head hunting and 

discrimination against women. Today the majority of Chin people are Christians.  

1.1.4 Communication 

There is no means of air or sea travel within Chin State. No national highway crosses 

the Chin State. Due to the geographical terrain, the rivers cannot be used for 

transportation. There is a road that connects Mindat in the southern part of Chin 

State
2
 with the central part of Myanmar. Communication in the north is better than 

                                                 
2 The official usage of North and South Chin State coincides with Lehman’s grouping, which is based on social 

and cultural phenomena. 
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that in the south. There is no regular inter-state bus service in the Chin State, however 

there is daily bus service to Hakha (the state capital), Thantlang, Falam, Tedim and 

Tonzang from Kalaymyo in the Sagaing Division. The roads are generally paved in 

the north, and dirt in the south. People seldom travel north-south or vice versa, but 

often travel east-west or vice versa, even up to Mizoram and Manipur States of India.  

1.1.5 Nomenclature 

One of the main complexities among the Chin people is what they call themselves. 

Chin people are called ‘Kuki’
3
 in India, and ‘Chin’

4
 in Myanmar. Matisoff (1995) 

mentions that ‘Chin’ is a loose exonymic designation for many ‘Northern Kukish’ 

languages and peoples. Chhangte (1993:1) says, “These tribes [Chins], then were 

what the Bengalis indiscriminately called ‘Kukis’, and the Burmese ‘Chin’”. There 

are at least four different autonyms used in the Chin State: ‘Laimi’, used in Falam, 

Hakha and Thantlang townships; ‘Zomi’, used in Tonzang and Tedim townships; 

‘Mizo’, used in some parts of Tedim and Falam townships; and ‘Cho’, used in the 

south.  

Grierson’s definition of Chin as “the various tribes inhabiting the country to the east 

of Lushai hills, from Manipur in the north to about the eighteenth degree of the north 

latitude in the south” (1904:551) will be used in this thesis. 

1.1.6 Chin languages in Chin State 

There are different claims about the number of Chin languages spoken in Chin State 

of Myanmar. Focusing on Chin languages, Bradley (1997:26) says, “names for these 

                                                 
3 “Kuki is an Assamese term, applied to various hill tribes, such as the Lusheis, Rangkhols, Thados, etc. It (this 

name) seems to have been known at a comparatively early period. In the Rai Mala, Siva is stated to have fallen 
in love with a Kuki woman, and the Kuki are mentioned in connection with the Tipperah Raja Chachag, who 
flourished about 1512 AD” (Grierson 1904: 509). 
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[Kuki-Chin] groups are much more numerous than distinct languages”. Referring to 

the 1931 census of India, Luce (1985:81) mentions that there are 44 different Chin 

tribes
5
. Grimes (1996) lists 38 Chin languages spoken in Myanmar: Asho, Bawm, 

Cho, Dai, Fannai, Falam, Gangte, Hakha (Baungshe), Hualngo, Khimi, Khualsim, 

Khumi, Khyo (Hyo), Laizo, Lente, Lushai, Kaang, Mara (Lakher), Matu, Mizo, 

Mindat, Mun, Ngawn, Ngente, Paite, Saizang, Senthang, Shongshe, Siyin, Taishon, 

Tedim, Teizang, Thado, Thawr, Zahau, Zo, Zokhua and Zotung.  

In his article entitled “Call us Myanmar”, Myatthu (2000) numbers 135 national 

peoples living in Myanmar, and 53 in the Chin State: Anan, Anu, Aupu, Asho Chin 

(plains), Awwakhami, Bamar, Chin, Dai (Yindu), Dim, Ganbe, Gwethe, Hsaihtan,  

Hsinhtan, Hwalngo, Kalintaw (Lushe), Kawno, Khami, Khuanghsai Chin, Khuangsu, 

Khunli or Hsim, Khwa-hsinme, Laing, Laizo, Laukhtu, Lemyo, Linte, Lushai 

(Lushe), Lyintu, Mahu, Makan, Marin, Miae, Miyam (Mara), Meithai (Kathe), 

Mwine, Naga, Pakim, Panan, Salaing, Tabaung, Taichun, Tandu, Tiddim (Tedam), 

Tardoe, Taw, Tezon, Yaunghtu, Zataung, Zohtone, Zeinnhyut (Zonniyut), Zope, Zo, 

and Zun. Among these 53 different languages, Meithai, Naga and Bamar are not in 

Chin language family. 

To summarize the above sources and personal communication with local people
6
: 

there are 54 Chin languages spoken in respective Townships of the Chin State as 

shown in Table 1. The first row in the table represents the names of administrative 

townships. 

Tonzang   Tedim Falam Hakha  Thantlang Matupi Mindat Kanpetlet Paletwa 

Thado   Sizang Falam Hakha Thantlang Matupi Mindat Hnoktu Khami 

                                                                                                                                           
4 “Chin is a Burmese word used to denote the various hill tribes living in the country between Burma and the 

Province of Assam and Bengal. It is written and dialectically pronounced Khyang. The name is not used by the 
tribes themselves, who use titles such as Zo or Yo and Sho” (Grierson 1904: 510). 

5 Tribes and languages are not always identical but generally languages differ according to tribes. 

6 Based on personal communication with Rev. Paul Tu Lung, a Rawngtu speaker on March 29, 2001; Rev. Kaw 
Kung, a Zotung speaker on March 30, 2001; Rev. Ngai Hung Om, a Cho speaker on April 1, 2001 and Robert 
Khua Hnin Thang, a Khualsim speaker on June 14, 2001. 
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Tedim Ngawn Zokhua Zophei Zotung Muun Chinpon 

Zo Laizo Mie   Daai 

Teizang Zaniat Senthang Lautu Cho Khasi 

Hualngo (Mizo) Thawr Mara Kaang Khamui 

Dim Khualsim  Amlai Rawngtu Rah Myo 

Khuano Zahau   Tamang   Laitu 

Vangteh Tapong   Wumtu   Khumi 

Guite Sim      Khuangsu 

Val Bualkhua       

Saizang Taisun       

Phaileeng Lente       

Table 1. Chin languages in the Chin State of Myanmar 

1.2 Literature review 

This section is divided into an overview of Chin linguistic classification and previous 

reconstructions of Chin languages. 

1.2.1 Overview of Chin linguistic classification 

The internal relationship between lower level Tibeto-Burman groups is still unclear. 

Various linguists classify the Tibeto-Burman language family differently. Shafer 

(1974) splits Tibeto-Burman into four main parts: Bodic, Baric, Burmic and Karenic. 

On the other hand, Benedict (1972) identifies seven subgroups: Tibetan-Kanauri, 

Bahing-Vayu, Abor-Miri-Dafla, Kachin, Burmese-Lolo, Bodo-Garo, and Kuki-Chin. 

Bradley (1997) summarizes the overall pattern of Tibeto-Burman, using Shafer and 

Benedict’s classifications, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Sino-Tibetan  

 

 

                                                                          Tibeto-Burman                             Sinitic 

 

 

 

North-eastern India 

 

 

Western 

 

 

South-eastern               North-eastern 

Figure 3. The Tibeto-Burman linguistic family (Bradley 1997:2) 

Bradley (1997) classifies the Chin languages as part of the ‘Kuki-Chin-Naga’ 

language group, which he places in a ‘North-eastern India’ group of Tibeto-Burman.  

Although Bradley (1997) classifies Kuki-Chin-Naga under the Northeastern India    

group
7
 based on substantial lexical and morphosyntactic similarities, he marks the 

relationship by a dotted line (as shown in Figure 4) because Shafer classifies it as a 

part of Burmic and Benedict links it to Burmese-Lolo. Within the Kuki-Chin-Naga 

group, Bradley proposes Southern Naga, Old Kuki, Meithei, Chin and Other Chin 

groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

North-eastern India group (Sal) 

 

                                                 
7 Burling (1983) terms this group of languages the ‘Sal’ group, based on their distinctive word for ‘sun’. 
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Bodo-Garo    Northern-Naga          Luish   Jinghpaw       Pyu    Kuki-Chin-Naga 

 

 

 

 

                                                              

 

 

   Southern           Old            Chin        Meithei      Other 
                                                                   Naga                  Kuki                                            Chin groups 

Figure 4. Kuki-Chin-Naga of North-eastern India group (Bradley 1997) 

Bradley (1997), further classifies the Chin position of Kuki-Chin-Naga as Northern 

Chin, Central Chin and Southern Chin. The Chin language family mainly covers the 

languages spoken in Myanmar. Southern Chin language groups are divided into three 

geographical subgroups: Northern, Central and Southern.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, Bradley (1997) classifies Kuki-Chin-Naga as shown in Figure 5.  
Ao 
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 Sangtam 

 Lhota 

 Yingchungru 

 Ntenyi/Meluru 

 Tangkhul 

 Maring 

 

 Sema 

                                      Southern Naga       Angami 

 Chakhesang 

  Chokri 

  Khezhama 

 Mao 

 

 Rengma 

 Maram 

 Zeliangrong 

  Mzieme 

  Zeme 

  Liangmai 

  Puiron 

KUKI-  Nruanghmei 

CHIN- Meithei 

NAGA 

 Rangkhol 

           Bete 

 Hallam 

 Langrong 

 Hmar 

                                                            Anal 

                                               Old Kuki Kom    

  Chawte 

 Mayol 

 Lamgang 

 Other old Kuki 

  

  Northern Chin                           (various) 

  

Chin                                                                     Lai (zo) (various) 

                                                                            Central Chin Mizo 

  

                                                                            Southern Chin Asho 

  

                                                               Other Chin Groups                                     Khami/Khumi 

 Mara 

 Arleng (Karbi, Mikir) 

Figure 5. Kuki-Chin-Naga (Bradley 1997) 
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Bradley (1997:29-30) gives a more detailed picture of Chin languages at a lower level 

as shown in Figure 6. 

     Chin 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Northern Chin           Central Chin                Southern Chin                      Other Chin Groups 

Thado                  Bawm                  North                   Khami/Khumi 

Siyin                  Pangkhua                Zolamnai                     Mara (Lakher) 

Paite                  Zahao (Laizo)          Welaung 

Vuite                   Tashon              Matu 

Sukte (Kamhau)         Ngawn              Central 

                     Zanniat              M’kang 

                            Zophei               Ng’men 

                  Lawtu               Nitu (Daai) 

          Lailen               Hngizung 

   Senthang             Utpu (Chinbon) 

   Tawr                South  

   Mizo (Hualngo)        Chinbok (Saingbaung) 

 Hmar              Asho 

                                            Mara (Lakher, Maram) 

Figure 6. Chin subgroups (Bradley 1997) 

Grierson (1904) in contrast, proposed four main groups:  Northern Chin, Central 

Chin, Southern Chin and Old Kuki, as shown in Figure 7.  

Kuki-Chin 

 

   

 

       

 

 

 

Northern Chin     Central Chin      Southern Chin      Old Kuki 

Figure 7. The Kuki-Chin language family (Grierson 1904) 
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The Old Kuki varieties are mainly spoken in India. Lushei (Ngente) is the archaic 

name of Mizo, and the speakers live both in Myanmar and India. Figure 8 illustrates 

Grierson’s (1904) classification of Chin languages
8
.  

Sokte 

  Northern Chin                                                          Siyin 

Ralte 

Paite  

 

Z

Zahao (Tashon) 

Lushei (Ngente) 

C

    Central Chin                                                             Lai (Thantlang) 

Banjogi 

 

 

Pankhu 

Chinme 

Welaung 

Kuki-Chin                                                                                                        Chinbok 

Yindu 

  Southern Chin                                                         Chinpon 

Kyang or Sho 

Khami 

(Anu, Kun, Palaing,      

Sak or That, 

Taungtha) 

 

Aimol 

Anal 

Bete 

Cha 

Chiru 

Hallam 

          Old Kuki                                                         Hiroi-Lamgang 

Kom 

Langrong 

Mhar 

Kolren 

Purum 

Rangkhol 

Figure 8. Grierson’s classification of Chin languages 

                                                 
8 Chin people (of India and Myanmar today) were under British rule when Grierson conducted his Linguistic 

Survey of India. 
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Peiros (1998:180) says that Kuki-Chin languages may fall into two subgroups: 

Luhupa (including Tankhur and other languages) and Chin, which includes at least 

four subbranches: Southern, Lakher, Old Kuki and Lushei as shown in Figure 9. 

                            Kuki-Chin 

 

   

Luhupa                   Chin  

  Southern          Lakher               Old Kuki                   Lushei 

Sho   Khami   (Others)  Mara  Sabeu (Others)  Bete  Aimal  (Others) Lushai  Tedim  Siyin  (Others) 

Figure 9. The Kuki-Chin language family (Peiros 1998) 

Peterson (2000) proposes that there are two main Chin groups, Central and 

Peripheral. The Central group includes the traditional Central Chin, and probably also 

Old Kuki, but possibly not Mara. The Peripheral group includes traditional Southern 

and Northern Chin, but probably not Khumi, as shown in Figure 10. 

Chin 

 

   

 

       

 

Central                                                 Peripheral  

                (Central Chin and Old Kuki                                              (Northern and Southern Chin                    

excluding Mara)                                                                 excluding Khumi)   

Figure 10. Chin language subgrouping (Peterson 2000) 

Lower level classification of some Southern Chin languages has been attempted by 

So-Hartmann (1988) using a lexicostatistic analysis of the Swadesh 100 wordlist. She 
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subgroups the languages into two main groups, Khumi and Cho, as shown in Figure 

11. 

Southern Chin 

 

  

 

 

Khumi                          Cho 

 

 

      Khomi    Wakung                Matu                            

                                       

                                 Chinpon 

 

 

Dai  Nghmone  Ngmuun   Kaang 

Figure 11. So-Hartmann’s (1988) classification of Southern Chin 

In summary, the majority of the previous research has the common conclusion that 

Chin languages are divided as Northern Chin, Central Chin and Southern Chin. To 

these three main groups, Grierson (1904) adds Old Kuki, and Bradley (1997) adds 

Old Kuki and Other Chin Groups. Peterson (2000) proposes only two groups, in 

contrast to the traditional groupings based on phonological and morphological 

evidence. 

1.2. Reconstruction of Chin languages 

There have been few comparative reconstructions of Chin languages. Ono (1965) 

attempts to reconstruct the initial consonants using data from eight Chin languages: 

Tedim, Ngawn, Lai (Hakha), Laizo (Falam), Anal, Zotung, Khumi and Chinbok. 

Solnit (1979) attempts to establish phonological relationships between Tedim and 

Mizo, focusing on developments of a reconstructed *. Luce (1985) contains 189 

words in 22 Chin dialects, 683 words in 7 (or 8, including Lushai) dialects, and 192 

words selected from a 683 word wordlist. He mentions a number of common words 
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and proposes tone patterns. Bhaskararao (1996) also discusses the initial consonants 

in Mizo (Lushai) and Tedim. A review of previous initial consonant reconstructions is 

provided in more detail in section 4.2.1.  

As regards tone, Henderson (1965) postulated three contrastive tones in Tedim. 

Weidert (1987) uses Lushai (Mizo), Tedim and Mara among the Chin languages in 

describing Tibeto-Burman tonology. Paul Thuam Thang (1982) discusses tone 

patterns in Tedim. Luce (1985) also offers some provisional descriptions of Chin 

tones, claiming that three tones was once the norm for Chin languages.  

Chhangte (1985) analyses the acoustic characteristics of Mizo tone and also states 

(1993) that Mizo is the most phonologically conservative language in the Kuki-Chin 

group but does not cite any evidence for this claim. Ostapirat (1998) discusses Tedim 

tones from a historical perspective. Nolan (2000) presents an initial description of 

Cho (one of the languages spoken in Southern Chin State) tone as having three 

contrastive tones. 

1.3 Purpose of thesis 

The purpose of this research is to reconstruct Proto Chin. Previous phonological 

comparisons of Chin languages mainly focused on initial consonants, and a full 

phonological reconstruction is yet to be completed. This thesis focuses on all 

segmental aspects (but not tone) of Chin languages spoken in Myanmar. It is hoped 

that the result reported here will not only be a contribution to Tibeto-Burman 

historical linguistics, but will also be of practical use of Chin people in the 

development of Chin languages.  

There are about 54 related Chin languages reported here. Many of them do not have 

literacy programs, and even the development of an orthography is still a critical issue 

for some languages. Based on shared phonological innovations, a subgrouping of the 
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languages is proposed which, it is hoped, will be helpful in decision-making for 

language development programs among the Chin languages.  

1.4 Methodology 

Of the 54 reported Chin languages, wordlists for 21 were available to the present 

author. Previous scholarship (Grierson 1904, Bradley 1997) shows that Chin 

languages can be divided into three to five subgroups: Northern, Central, Southern, 

Old Kuki, and Other Chin Groups. The 21 languages available to this study are well 

distributed according to geographical setting and traditional linguistic subgrouping. It 

is, however, difficult to apply the comparative method to 21 languages at a time. 

Therefore, two main methodologies were applied in the research reported here. The 

first stage was a lexicostatistic comparison of the 21 languages, resulting in a 

preliminary subgrouping. Based on these subgroups, representative languages were 

selected for comparative purposes.  

In the second stage, the comparative method was applied to those representative 

languages, resulting in a reconstructed proto-Chin and a subgrouping of the 

representative languages based on shared phonological innovations.  

The comparative method involves considering corresponding elements in two or more 

related languages and projecting them backward in time by positing an ancestor 

whose development can be shown to have resulted in the present form (Arlotto 1972). 

Sound changes in languages tend to be regular, and these regular sound change 

provide a valid criterion to establish language relationships
9
. Phonological rules are 

thus posited to reconstruct earlier linguistic forms.  

                                                 
9 The ‘Neogrammarian’ school of historical linguists in the late 19th century proposed that sound change is 

exceptionless. Although many exceptions were discovered to this proposal, the overwhelming majority of 
sound changes are regular. 
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Therefore the comparative method is applied in order to trace the earlier phonological 

forms of Chin languages by comparing selected Chin languages. The guiding 

principles throughout the process of applying the comparative method are 

summarized as follows (Crowley 1992):  

1. Any reconstruction should involve sound changes that are plausible. 

2. Any reconstruction should involve as few changes as possible between the      

proto-language and the daughter language. 

3. Reconstruction should fill gaps in phonological systems rather than create 

unbalanced systems [symmetry]. 

4. A phoneme should not be reconstructed in a proto-language unless it is 

shown to be absolutely necessary from evidence within the daughter 

languages. 

5. For each these phonetically ‘suspicious’ pair of sound correspondences, an 

examination should be conducted to determine whether or not they are in 

complementary or contrastive distribution. 

The comparative method not only provides the proto form of the language, but also 

provides a method to determine which languages are historically more closely related 

to other languages in a family (Crowley 1992). 

1.5 Source of linguistic data 

The main sources of data were unpublished wordlists (SIL Mainland South East Asia 

wordlist of 443 core words) collected by Kim and Mann
10

 in 1999. Both collected a 

number of Chin languages and out of those, 19 languages were used in this thesis. To 

supplement this data, the author transcribed Tedim (his native tongue) and collected 

wordlists on Zo. 

                                                 
10 I am indebted to Ajarns Kim and Mann for allowing me to use these valuable data. 
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In all, 21 Chin languages spoken in Myanmar were analyzed. They are Asho, 

Bualkhua, Dai, Falam, Hakha, Kaang, Khualsim, Khumi, Lakher, Lautu-Hnaring, 

Mara, Matu, Mizo, Senthang, Siyin, Taisun, Tedim, Thado (also known as Kuki or 

Khuangsai), Thangtlang, Zaniat, and Zo. The geographical locations of these 

languages are shown in Figure 12. Names of languages are in italicized letters 

whereas the normal letters are location names. 
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Figure 12. Geographical centers of language groups  

Map adapted from Rand McNally (1998) 
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CHAPTER 2 

SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVE CHIN LANGUAGES 

2.0 Introduction 

This section discusses how representative languages were selected out of the 21 Chin 

languages under study for comparative analysis. Lexicostatistic methods were applied 

to all 21 languages. Based on these results a preliminary subgrouping was proposed, 

and then representative languages were selected from each subgroup. 

2.1 Lexicostatistics analysis  

Lexicostatistics as a technique is generally associated with glottochronology, the 

attempt to date the division of languages and dialects from each other on the basis of 

lexical divergence. Crystal (1980:221) even defines as a technique “to make 

quantitative comparisons between the rates of change within sets of lexical items in 

hypothetically related languages … ”. However, in the present work lexicostatistic 

comparison are used to characterize the general degree of divergence of the languages 

from each other so that representative languages may be chosen as the basis for 

historical reconstruction. 

Lexicostatistic methods were applied to 21 different Chin languages spoken in 

Myanmar. The 100 cognates (89 Swadesh and some others from the SIL MSEA 

wordlist) were chosen and compared between the Chin varieties to determine the 

degree of lexical similarity. The lexicostatistic method used in this study first 

determines the root word, assuming that the proto language is monosyllabic (Matisoff 

1973). Suspected borrowed words were screened out (see more section 4.1). Then the 

possible morphological markers and non-root syllables were ignored. Pairs of roots 
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are then compared on a phoneme-by-phoneme basis, with each pair of phonemes 

assigned to one of 3 categories according to the following criteria (Blair 1990).  

Category 1. (a) Exact matches. 

 (b) Vowels or diphthongs differing by one feature. 

 (c) Phonetically similar segments in three or more word pairs. 

Category 2.  (a) Phonetically similar segments in fewer than three word pairs. 

 (b) Vowels or diphthongs differing by two or more features. 

Category 3. (a) Non-phonetically similar segments. 

 (b) A correspondence with nothing in fewer than three word pairs. 

Ignore (a) Reduced syllables and non-root syllables. 

 (b) A regularly occurring deletion. 

 (c) Tone. 

Categories 1(c) and 2(a) relate to the frequency of occurance of phonetically similar 

segments. 1(c) is assumed to show a higher degree of probability than 2(a) that the 

correspondence is not random. Categories 1(b) and 2(b) assume that vowels or 

diphthongs differing by one feature have a higher degree of similarity than those 

differing by two or more features.  

After assigning the categories for each phone correspondence, the category 

assignments for each word were tabulated. Then Table 2 adapted from Blair 

(1990:32) was used to determine whether the pair of words was sufficiently similar to 

be considered “lexically similar”.  

Phones Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
2 2 0 0 

3 2 1 0 

4 2 1 1 

5 3 1 1 

6 3 2 1 

7 4 2 1 

Table 2. Phone table for lexical similarity (Blair 1990:32) 
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After each pair of languages had been compared, a percentage of lexical similarity 

was calculated. The lexicostatistic similarity matrix for the 21 Chin languages is 

given in Table 3. Language names are arranged in approximate north-south order. It 

is interesting to note that the percentages of lexicostatistic similarity among the 

northern languages are higher than among the southern languages.  

Table 3. Matrix of lexicostatistic percentages in 21 Chin language 
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Thado 82 81 80 67 67 59 65 62 62 62 60 50 47 48 47 50 39 40 38 40
Zo 85 88 67 66 59 63 61 61 61 61 50 43 45 41 47 38 33 34 38

Sinyin 91 64 69 62 69 65 62 62 62 53 45 46 43 49 36 35 33 37

Tedim 66 69 63 66 63 67 65 63 52 44 46 47 50 39 35 34 38

Bualkhua 88 65 69 69 64 63 60 53 43 45 43 44 37 33 28 33

Zanniet 68 75 75 71 70 68 66 44 47 45 49 41 34 34 38

Mizo 72 76 73 73 65 55 42 47 33 47 44 36 32 31

Falam 87 82 81 80 59 46 43 40 44 38 35 33 34

Taisun 83 81 77 62 44 44 38 41 39 36 32 34

Hakha 95 89 67 47 47 42 47 46 38 36 37

Thantlang 76 66 48 46 43 47 49 35 38 36

Khualsim 68 43 41 37 46 41 38 37 36

Senthang 50 47 41 42 45 38 37 38

Matu 38 35 42 47 38 35 37

Kaang 58 42 37 33 30 48

Dai 48 39 32 31 31

Asho 36 28 21 36

Lautu-H 52 51 34

Lakher 81 34

Mara 33
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The percentages of lexicostatistic similarity in Table 3 are consistent with Luce’s 

(1985) findings in which Thado (a northern language) has a 87.8% as opposed to 

Khumi (a southern language) which has only a 60.4% similarity with other Chin. 

2.2 Turning numbers into trees 

In order to better visualize the lexical similarity relationships between these 21 

languages, the matrix in Table 3 can be transformed into a tree diagram. The 

“Unweighed Pairs Grouped Method with Arithmetic Average” (UPGMA, or 

‘Average Link’) is a method for doing this that makes minimal assumptions about the 

data (Grimes 1995: Appendix 1). The table of apparent cognate percentages was 

processed using the  “Cluster Analysis 1.01” computer program (Quigly 1995), which 

implements the UPGMA method
11

. 

Table 4 presents the levels of average similarity at which each language is related to 

others in the tree structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Percentage Names of languages 

                                                 
11The Cluster Analysis 1.01 program was run by Dr. J. F Bennett. 
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of similarity 

95.0 Hakha, Thantlang 

91.0 Siyin, Tedim 

88.0 Bualkhua, Zaniat 

87.0 Falam, Taisun 

86.5 Zo, Siyin, Tedim 

82.5 Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim 

81.0   Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim 

81.0   Lakher, Mara 

80.7 Falam, Taisun,  Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim 

71.8 Mizo, Falam, Taisun,  Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim 

68.1 Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun,  Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim 

63 Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun,  

Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim 

58.4 Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun,  

Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim, Senthang 

58.0 Kaang, Dai 

51.5 Lautu-Hnaring, Lakher,  Mara 

46.4 Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun,  

Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim, Senthang, Asho 

44.9 Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun, 

Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim, Senthang, Asho,  Matu 

43.2 Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun, 

Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim, Senthang, Asho, Matu, Kaang, Dai 

36.6 Thado, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun, Hakha, 

Thantlang, Khualsim, Senthang, Asho, Matu, Kaang, Dai, Khumi 

36.1 Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun,  

Hakha, Thantlang, Khualsim, Senthang, Asho, Matu, Kaang, Dai, 

Khumi, Lautu-Hnaring, Lakher, Mara 

 Table 4. Percentage of lexicostatistics similarity 

    Figure 13 presents the same information as a tree diagram. 
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Code Language name Code Language name Code Language name 

A Thado H Falam O Kaang 

B Zo I Taisun P Dai 

C Siyin J Hakha Q Asho 

D Tedim K Thantlang R Lautu-Hnaring, 

E Bualkhua L Khualsim S Lakher 

F Zaniat M Senthang T Mara 

G Mizo N Matu U Khumi 

Figure 13. Chin language tree based on average link method 

The correlation between the grouping in Table 4 and the original data (i.e. Table 3) is 

0.968. That is, the process of transforming Table 3 to Table 4 distorts the data by only 

a very small amount. 

2.3 Preliminary subgrouping 

The preliminary subgrouping shown in Figure 14 is based on standard lexicostatistic 

procedures. (Figure 14 re-casts Figure 13 into a more familiar stammbaum format). 

Percentages of lexicostatistic similarity show that there are two main Chin language 

groups: a Northern group consisting of those languages below and to the left of the 
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dotted line (traditionally the Northern and Central Chin languages), and a Southern 

group. The Northern group forms a relatively tight cluster, with lexicostatistic 

similarity counts of 63% and above; the Southern group shows much more internal 

diversity.  

CHIN 

 

 

 

                                             

                                                     

 

                                                        II 

                                                                                    

                     I                  

 

 

 

 

     A     B  C   D     E      F     G     H     I     J    K   L    M     Q     N     P    O     U     R   S       T       

Code Language name Code Language name Code Language name 

A Thado H Falam O Kaang 

B Zo I Taisun P Dai 

C Siyin J Hakha Q Asho 

D Tedim K Thantlang R Lautu-Hnaring, 

E Bualkhua L Khualsim S Lakher 

F Zaniat M Senthang T Mara 

G Mizo N Matu U Khumi 

Figure 14. Preliminary subgrouping of Chin languages 

The Northern languages (Thado, Zo, Siyin, Tedim, Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, 

Taisun, Hakha, Thangtlang and Khualsim) can be subdivided into two subgroups: I 

(Thado, Zo, Siyin and Tedim) and II (Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun, Hakha, 

Thangtlang and Khualsim). 

Clear subgrouping of the southern languages is difficult. Based on the tree above, it is 

clear that Lautu-Hnaring, Lakher and Mara are in one group and Dai and Kaang are in 

one group. According to So-Hartman (1988) Matu is clustered together with Dai and 

Kaang under Cho subgroup (see Figure 11).  
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Therefore there may be at least three subgroups among Southern languages: Lautu-

Hnaring, Lakher and Mara in one group; Matu, Dai and Kaang in another; and Khumi 

in a third. Asho can be clustered with Dai and Kaang group. Senthang is closer to 

Subgroup II of the Northern language family.  

2.4 Selected languages 

The preliminary subgrouping of 5 subgroups provides a useful criterion for the 

selection of representative languages. Six languages were selected for a phonological 

reconstruction of Proto Chin, one from each subgroup. As subgroup II contains 

almost half of the languages in this analysis, two languages were selected, Mizo and 

Hakha. Hakha was chosen on the account of being the dominant language in the 

central part of the Chin State and having a high degree of similarity with languages 

within the same group. On the other hand, Mizo was chosen as it has been 

comparatively more studied by linguists, (although the majority of speakers live in 

Mizoram State of India). The selected languages are Tedim, Mizo, Hakha, Mara, 

Khumi, and Kaang, shown in bold type in Table 5, which is based on the above 

discussion of preliminary subgrouping. 

Preliminary Subgrouping of Chin languages 

A B 

I II III IV V 

A. Thado  E. Bualkhua N. Matu R. Lautu U. Khumi 

B. Zo F. Zaniat O. Kaang S. Lakher  

C. Siyin G. Mizo P. Dai T. Mara  

D. Tedim H. Falam Q. Asho   

                                                                       I. Taisun    

 J. Hakha    

 K.Thantlang    

  L. Khualsim    

  M. Senthang    

Table 5. Selected Chin languages 

Tedim represents Group I. Mizo and Hakha represent Group II. Kaang represents 

Group III. Mara represents Group IV and Khumi represents Group V.  
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Geographically, the representative languages are well distributed in the Chin State. 

Tedim live in the extreme north of Chin State. The Mizo
12

 live in south-western 

Tedim and western Falam Townships. The Hakha and Mara speaking communities 

live in the central part of the Chin State. The Kaang live in the southeast of the Chin 

State in Mindat and Kanpetlet Townships. The Khumi live in Paletwa Township in 

the southwest of the Chin State close to Bangladesh.  

There are several non-linguistic factors which further support the selection of these as 

representative languages. The selected languages are more prominent in their history 

of literacy. Grierson (1904:666) states that Khumi orthography was first introduced in 

1850 by Rev. L. Stilson
13

. The orthography of Mara (Lakher) was developed by 

Captain S. R. Tickell in 1852, Siyin by Captain Rundall in 1891, and Hakha by 

Sergeant-Major A. G. E. Newland (IMS) in 1894. The public use of Tedim 

orthography was relatively advanced such that beginning in the year 1919, a monthly 

newspaper in Tedim, the “TEDIM KAM THU KIZAKNA,” was regularly published 

from Madras until 1938. Chin vernacular education in Tedim, Falam, Hakha and 

Chinbok was started by the British government in 1925.  

Among Chin people, the publication of the Bible in various languages proves 

significant in the history of literature because “the church is the unofficial ‘keeper of 

the languages’” (Chhangte 1993:28). Table 6 lists some of the Chin languages (both 

in India and Myanmar) which have received the Bible (Khup Za Go 1996).  

 

 

Language New Testament Entire Bible 

Mara (Lakher)  1928 1956 

                                                 
12 The Mizo living in Tedim and Falam township are known as Hualngo and the majority live in the Mizoram 

State of India. 

13 A reader and spelling book were printed but were largely left unused as the missions withdrew. 
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Mizo (Lusei)   1917 1959 

Hmar   1946 1968 

Kuki/Thado  1942 1971 

Paite   1951 1971 

Tedim 1932 1977 

Haka  1940 1978 

Vaiphei   1957 1979 

Falam  1952 1991 

Asho   1954 - 

Khumi   1957 - 

Table 6. The Bible in Chin languages 

Additionally, Mizo (the Duhlian variety) has been used as the lingua franca for the 

related languages of Chawhte, Hmar, Hnamte, Khawlhring, Khiangte, Ngente, Paihte, 

Pautu, Pawi, Ralte, Rawite, Renthlei, Tlau, Vangchhia and Zawngte for more than a 

century (Chhangte 1993:1). Hakha and Tedim are also lingua francas among the 

languages in their area.  

The list of representative languages has the added advantage of allowing reference to 

previous scholarship. Ono (1965) analyzes Tedim, Ngawn, Hakha, Falam, Anal, 

Zotung, Khumi and Chinbok. Solnit (1979) uses Tedim and Lushai data, and 

Bhaskararao (1996) compares the lexicon in Tedim and Lushai. Mizo is probably the 

most analyzed Chin language.  
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CHAPTER 3 

OVERVIEW OF SELECTED LANGUAGES 

3.0 Introduction 

The selection of six languages for phonological reconstruction has been discussed in 

chapter 2. This chapter will provide an overview of each of the selected languages. 

The overview includes a brief description of the language, the syllable canon, 

consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segment distribution and tone. The 

phonological overviews which follow are mainly helpful for phonemicizing the 

phonetic transcriptions of wordlists in the selected languages to support 

reconstruction. It is also useful to see how each language is innovative or 

conservative based on comparison of the consonant and vowel inventories of each 

language and the reconstructed proto Chin.  

3.1 Tedim 

The loconym name Tedim is used in this thesis, though Tedim was previously known 

as Sukte
14

, Kam Hau
15

 and the allogram Tiddim. The name Tedim is the emic 

representation of the name, consistent with Tedim phonology and its spelling in 

Tedim orthography. The Tedim live in Tedim and Tonzang Townships of the Chin 

State and also in the Kalay and Kabaw valleys in the Sagaing division of Myanmar, 

and in Manipur and Mizoram States of India.  

                                                 
14 ‘Sukte’ is an archaic name which is derived from the clan name of an ancient Tedim chief.  

15 This archaic name is derived from the personal name of the chief before and during the time of the British rule 
on Chin Hill. Bradley (1997:26) says that “geographical names are sometimes used instead of the rather specific 
subgroup names; for example, Tiddim Chin instead of Kamhau Chin.” 
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According to Grimes (1996), there are 189,100 Tedim speakers in Myanmar. Its 

syllable canon, consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segment distribution and the 

tone are briefly discussed in this section. 

3.1.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable canon of Tedim can be generalized as (C1)V1(V2)(C2)T. The parentheses 

indicate optional elements. The onset is composed of (C1). The nucleus is composed 

of either an obligatory vowel V1 as monophthong or a diphthong V1V2. The coda is at 

most a single (C2), and T represents the tone. Examples of possible syllable shapes 

are provided in Table 7. 

Ref. No. English gloss Tedim transcription Syllable shapes 

437 elder bro. of m  V: 

081 dog  VV 

099 chicken  VC 

002 sun  CV 

212 fire  CVV 

266 itch  CVC 

121 brain  CVVC 

Table 7. Examples of syllable shapes in Tedim 

3.1.2 Consonants 

The phonemic consonant inventory of Tedim is shown in Table 8.  

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal  Glottal 

 Voiceless stops     
 Voiceless aspirated stops    
 Voiced stops     
 Voiced nasals    
 Voiceless Fricative    
 Voiced fricatives     
 Voiced lateral approximant    

Table 8. Tedim consonant inventory 
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Luce (1985) and Namkung (1996) list the voiceless dorsal fricative / in the 

phonological inventory, but this is synchronically in free variation with the aspirated 

dorsal stop [; therefore //[/$___. The voiceless coronal stop // 

becomes a voiceless coronal affricate [] before a close unrounded front vowel 

//___, and the voiceless aspirated coronal stop // is realized as a voiceless 

coronal fricative [] before a close unrounded front vowel 

///___Bhaskararao (1989:110) also mentions the same process with the 

exception of chimming adverbs
16

. The glottal stop  is a predictable concommitant 

of the low tone. 

3.1.3 Vowels 

Tedim has five phonemic vowels as shown in Table 9. The close mid front vowel // 

is realized as an open mid front vowel in a closed syllable with either falling or 

low tone, //C___C. The close mid back vowel // is realized as an open mid 

back vowel in a  closed syllable with either falling or low tone, //C___C. 

The open vowel // varies slightly different in its realization from [to 

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 9. Tedim vowel inventory 

 

                                                 
16 According to Henderson (1965:57) a chimming adverb is “… a special kind of duplicated adverb, very common 

in colloquial style, in which there is a variation in the vowels of the adverb…”. For example in Tedim ‘to sit’ is 
[]; ‘to sit confidently’ [], ‘to sit secretly’ [], ‘to sit a fatty man’ 
[], and ‘to sit in group with fun’ []. 
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3.1.5 Segment distribution 

All consonants occur in the initial (C1) position. There is no restriction on which 

vowels appear in the V1 position. For diphthongs V1V2 the second vowel V2 is 

restricted to vowels at the extreme margins of the phonemic inventory, i.e //, as 

shown in Table 10.  

 Front                       Back 

Close 
Close mid  
Open 

Table 10. Tedim diphthongs  

The final consonant (C2) is restricted to voiceless stops, voiced nasals and the lateral 

approximant, as shown in Table 11.  

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal 

 Voiceless stops    
 Nasals   
 Lateral  approximant   

Table 11. Tedim final consonants 

3.1.5 Tone 

Tone in Tedim has been discussed by Henderson (1965), Vul Za Thang and J. Gin Za 

Tuang (1975), Weidert (1987), Paul Thuam Thang (1984), Luce (1985) and Ostapirat 

(1998). According to Henderson (1965:19) “the high falling pitch becomes low 

falling or low level pitch in short syllables with abrupt syllable closure.” Weidert 

(1987) includes, but Namkung (1996) excludes, low tone from the phonemic 

inventory. Ostapirat (1998:235) says, 

…the three tones in smooth syllables arise from different types of 

laryngeal endings interacting with vowel length, and that original checked 

syllables only took two tones, also depending on vowel length.  
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The current analysis is consistent with the previous works. There are three contrastive 

tones. They are rising tone //, mid tone // and falling tone //. The low tone // is 

predictable, occurring in stopped syllables with a medial short vowel. The distribution 

of tones by different syllable types can be generalized as in Table 12. 

 Smooth syllables Stopped 

syllables  Open rhyme Nasal finals Lateral finals 

Rising tone Short vowel 

Long vowel 
  

  

 
 

- 

 k 

Mid tone Short vowel 

Long vowel 
  

  

 
 

- 

k (<*r) 

Falling tone Short vowel 

Long vowel 
 
  

 
 

- 

k 

Low tone Short vowel - -  k 

Table 12. Tedim tone distribution 

Rising tone occurs in both open and stopped syllables. The open syllable has no 

restrictions on the type of medial vowel. In a closed syllable with rising tone, the final 

consonant is restricted to the voiceless stop series //, // and //, the nasal series //, 

// and // and lateral approximant //. The nasal series and lateral have no restriction 

in the type of medial vowel, whereas the stop series is restricted to a short medial 

vowel.  

The mid tone occurs in both open and closed syllables. There is no restriction on the 

medial vowel length. In closed syllables, the final consonant is restricted to the nasal 

series, lateral approximant // and voiceless dorsal stop // that is a reflexe of *(Luce 

1985). Voiceless dorsal stops occur only after a short medial vowel, whereas the nasal 

series occur without restriction on any types of medial vowel. 

Falling tone has the same distribution as mid tone, with the exception that falling 

tones may be found on stopped syllables with short vowels in the restricted 

morphological class of Form II verbs. According to Henderson (1965), Tedim verbs 
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may be distinguished from all other classes of words by their “formal scatter”. In 

particular, verbs have two alternating forms, dependent upon grammatical context. 

Verb forms which can be predicted from another verb form are called “Form II” or 

“irregular” verbs, and those verb forms from which Form II forms can be predicted 

are called “Form I” or “regular” verbs. For instance; ‘to ride’ is [t], but when the 

verb is nominalized it becomes [], and in the adverbial phrase ‘when he 

rides’ it appears as []. Table 13 shows some other examples with 

different syllable shapes. 

English gloss Syllable type Form I Form II 

to flow CVVC  
to beat CVC  
to go CVV  
to feel pain or sick CV  

Table 13. Examples of Tedim verb forms in different syllable shapes 

Note in particular line 2 of Table 13, where the falling tone occurs on a CVC syllable. 

Low tone occurs only in closed syllables. The final consonants are restricted to 

voiceless stops //, // and //. 

3.2 Mizo 

The name Mizo is used in this thesis in favor of the archaic name Lushei. The Mizo 

were originally called Duhlian (Thanga L.B. 1992:144) and were also known as 

Lushei. Within the Chin State the Mizo are known as Hualngo (Grierson 1904 spells 

it Whenos). 

They live in the western part of Tedim and Falam Townships of the Chin State. Many 

Mizo speakers live in the Kalay and Kabaw valleys of the Sagaing Division. Grimes 

(1996) estimates 12,500 Mizo speakers in Myanmar. According to a Mizoram 
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website
17

 there is a population of 891,058 in Mizoram State as of 2001. More than 

90% of the populace in Mizoram State speaks Mizo. 

Today, many Mizo varieties have been assimilated into a language identified as Mizo. 

Chhangte (1993:1), a noted linguist among the Mizo says: 

Nowadays the term Mizo refers not only to the Luseis but also other tribes 

such as: Chawhte, Hmar, Hnamte, Khawhring, Khiangte, Ngente, Paihte, 

Pautu, Ralte, Rawite, Renthei, Tlau, Vangchia and Zawngte. … Modern 

spoken Mizo is more or less the same as the language of the Lusei tribe 

(also known as Lushai) and has been the lingua franca of the area for a 

century. 

According to Chhangte (1993:38) Mizo has the most conservative phonology among 

Kuki-Chin languages. Mizo is probably one of the most studied Chin languages. 

Its syllable canon, consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segment distribution and 

the tone are briefly discussed in this section. 

3.2.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable canon for Mizo can be generalized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)(C3)T. The onset is 

composed of (C1)(C2) in which (C1) is an optional initial consonant and (C2) is the 

second consonant in a consonant cluster. The nucleus is composed of either an 

obligatory monophthong V1 or a diphthong V1V2. The coda is composed of (C3), 

which is a final consonant, and T represents tone. Examples of possible syllable 

shapes are provided in Table 14. 

                                                 
17 http://www.mizoram.nic.in. 
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Ref. No. English gloss Mizo transcription Syllable type 

437 elder bro. of m  V: 

081 dog  VV 

099 chicken  VC 

002 sun  CV 

212 fire  CVV 

266 itch  CVC 

003 moon  CCV 

035 mountain  CCVC 

412 crested  CVVC 

121 brain  CCVVC 

Table 14. Examples of syllable shapes in Mizo 

3.2.2 Consonants 

Table 15 shows the consonant inventory of Mizo. Chhangte (1993) omits glottal stop 

// in her consonant inventory. Namkung (1996) includes // and // as single unit 

phonemes.    

  Labial  Coronal Retroflex  Dorsal  Glottal 

 Voiceless stops      
 Voiceless aspirated stops     
 Voiced stops       

 Voiced nasals     
 Voiceless nasals     
 Voiced trill     
 Voiceless trill     
 Voiceless affricate     
 Voiceless aspirated affricate     
 Voiceless fricatives     
 Voiced fricatives      
 Voiced lateral approximant     
 Voiceless lateral approximant     

 Table 15. Mizo consonant inventory 
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3.2.3 Vowels 

Mizo has five cardinal vowels in its vowel inventory as shown in Table 16. As with 

Tedim, the close mid front vowel // is realized as an open mid front vowel in a 

closed syllable with either falling or low tone, //C___C. The close mid back 

vowel // is realized as an open mid back vowel in a closed syllable with either 

falling or low tone, //C___C. The open vowel // differs slightly in its 

realization from [to 

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 16. Mizo vowel inventory 

3.2.4 Segment distribution 

The distribution of segments in Mizo can be summarized as follows. There is no 

restriction for initial consonant (C1). The second consonant (C2), however, is limited 

to // after // or //. The monophthong V1 has no restriction but the (V2) element in 

the diphthong V1V2 is restricted to open vowel //, the close unrounded front vowel // 

or the close rounded back vowel //, as Table 17 shows. 

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 17. Mizo diphthongs 

The final consonant (C3) is restricted to voiceless stops, nasals, voiced trill and voiced 

lateral approximant and the glottal stop, as shown in Table 18.  
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  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal 

 Voiceless stops    
 Voiced nasals   
 Voiced trill   
 Voiced lateral  approximant   

Table 18. Mizo final consonants 

Namkung (1996) considers the phonemes // and // as a single units in a closed 

syllable. In this thesis, glottal stop is considered as phonetic segment predictable on 

tone. 

3.2.5 Tone  

According to Namkung (1996) there are three contrastive tones in Mizo. They are 

rising tone //mid tone // and falling tone // Chhangte (1985) states that there are 

four tones, adding high tone //. 

In this analysis there are five contrastive tones in Mizo, high tone //, rising tone //, 

mid tone //, falling tone //and low tone //. The tonal distribution in different 

syllable types in Mizo can be generalized as shown in Table 19. 

 Smooth syllables Stopped 

syllables  Open rhyme Nasal finals Liquid finals 

Rising tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
  

  

  
- 

- 

k 

Mid tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
  

  

- 

 
- 

k t 

Falling 

tone 

Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 
  

 
- 

k t p 

- 

High tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 
  


 

- 

k  

Low tone Monophthong     k  

Table 19. Mizo tone distribution 
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3.3 Hakha 

Hakha was formerly known as Bawngshe which was derived from a Burmese word 

meaning ‘hair-knot over forehead’ (Grierson 1904:552). Modern linguists like George 

Bedell and others use the term ‘Lai’ for Hakha. Hakha speakers live in the central part 

of Chin State and also in Bangladesh, India and the plain region of Myanmar. 

According to Grimes (1996) the Hakha population estimate is 100,000 in Myanmar, 

with an addition 1000 speakers outside of Myanmar.  

The syllable canon, consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segmental distribution and 

tone are discussed in this section.   

3.3.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable canon for Hakha can be summarized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)(C3)T. The onset 

is composed of (C1)(C2) in which (C1) is an initial consonant and (C2) is the second 

consonant in a consonant cluster. The nucleus is composed of either an obligatory 

vowel V1 as monophthong or the diphthong V1V2. The final consonant is (C3) and T 

represents tone. Examples of possible syllable shapes are provided in Table 20. 

Ref. No. English gloss Hakha transcription Syllable type 

437 elder bro. of m  V: 

081 dog  VV 

099 chicken  VC 

002 sun  CV 

212 fire  CVV 

266 itch  CVC 

003 moon  CCV 

035 mountain  CCVC 

412 crested  CVVC 

121 brain  CCVVC 

Table 20. Examples of syllable shapes in Hakha 
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3.3.2 Consonants 

The consonant inventory of Hakha is shown in Table 21.  

   Labial  Coronal  Retroflex  Dorsal Glottal 

 Voiceless stops      
 Voiceless aspirated stops      
 Voiced stops      
 Voiced nasals     
 Voiceless nasals     
 Voiced trill     
 Voiceless trill     
 Voiceless affricate     
 Voiceless aspirated affricate     
 Voiceless fricatives     
 Voiced fricatives     
 Voiced lateral approximant     
 Voiceless lateral approximant     

Table 21. Hakha consonant inventory 

3.3.3 Vowels 

There are five cardinal vowels in Hakha as shown in Table 22. The close mid front 

vowel // is realized as an open mid front vowel in a closed syllable with either 

falling or low tone //C___C. The close mid back vowel // is realized as an 

open mid back vowel in a closed syllable with either falling or low tone, 

//C___C. The open vowel // varies slightly in its realization from [to

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 22. Hakha vowel inventory 
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3.3.4 Segment distribution 

The distribution of Hakha segments can be summarized as follows. All consonants 

may appear as initial consonant (C1). However the second consonant in an initial 

consonant cluster (C2) is limited to // after // or //. The monophthong V1 has no 

limitation but whenever the diphthong V1V2 occurs the second vowel V2 is restricted 

to either the open vowel //, close unrounded front vowel // or close rounded back 

vowel //. Table 23 shows the diphthongs in Hakha. 

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 23. Hakha diphthongs 

The final consonant (C3) is restricted to voiceless stops, nasals, liquids and the glottal 

stop as shown in Table 24. 

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal 

 Voiceless stops    
 Voiced nasals   
 Voiced trill   
 Voiced lateral  approximant   

Table 24. Hakha final consonants 

The clusters [] and [] are considered single units by Namkung (1996). In this 

thesis, the glottal stop is considered as a phonetic sengement, predictable on tone. 

3.3.5 Tone 

Matisoff (1998) claims that Hakha does not have tone, but later he was convinced that 

Hakha is indeed a tonal language (p. c. October 4, 2000). The current analysis shows 
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that there are at- least five contrastive tones. They are high tone //rising tone 

//mid tone //falling tone // and low tone //The tonal distribution in different 

syllable types in Hakha can be generalized as shown in Table 25. 

 Smooth syllable Stopped 

syllables  Open rhyme Nasal finals Lateral finals 

Rising tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
  

  

 
  

- 

- 

Mid tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
  

  

  
 

p t k 

p t k 

Falling tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 
  

 
- 

- 

p t k 

High tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 
  


 

p t k 

- 

Low tone Monophthong      p k  

Table 25. Hakha tone distribution 

3.4 Mara 

Mara (the autoethnonym) live in the Thantlang and Matupi Townships of Myanmar 

and its adjacent region in the Mizoram State of India. There are 20,000 speakers in 

Myanmar, out of a total population of 41,000 speakers in all countries (Grimes 1996).  

According to Bradley (1997) Mara (also known as Lakher
18

 in India) is neither a 

member of Central Chin or Southern Chin. Instead, he lists it under his “Other Chin 

Groups”. The language and culture are being assimilated into the Mizo (Bradley 

1997:30). 

Mara is notable among Chin languages for the absence of final consonants. This 

description is consistent with previous scholarship; “Mara is peculiar… for it is quite 

                                                 
18 “‘Lakher’ is a Central Chin and Mizo (Lushai) word for the native cotton gin, which is made preeminently by 

the Lakher” (Lehman 1990:19). 
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without closed syllables” (Lehman 1990:1) and “(Mara) … has lost all its final 

consonants, except perhaps for a faint glottal stop” (Luce 1985:83).  

Its syllable canon, consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segmental distribution and 

tone are described in the following discussion. 

3.4.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable canon for Mara can be generalized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)T. The parentheses 

show optional elements. The onset is composed of (C1)(C2) in which (C1) is an 

optional initial consonant and (C2) is the second consonant in an initial consonant 

cluster. The nucleus is composed of V1V2 in which V1 represents an obligatory 

monophthong and V1V2 represents a diphthong. T represents tone. Examples of 

possible shapes are provided in Table 26. 

Ref. No. English gloss Mara transcription Syllable type 

247 shout  V: 

002 sun  CV 

212 fire  CVV 

003 moon  CCV 

Table 26. Examples of syllable shapes in Mara 

3.4.2 Consonants 

The consonant inventory of Mara is shown in Table 27. 

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal  Glottal 
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 Voiceless stops    
 Voiceless aspirated stops    
 Voiced stops     
 Voiced nasals    
 Voiceless nasals    
 Voiced trill    
 Voiceless trill    
 Voiceless affricate    
 Voiceless aspirated affricate    
 Voiceless fricatives    
 Voiced fricatives    
 Voiced lateral approximant    
 Voiceless lateral approximant    

Table 27. Mara consonant inventory 

 

3.4.3 Vowels 

Mara has five cardinal vowels in its vowel inventory as shown in Table 28.  The close 

mid front vowel // is realized as an open mid front vowel  in syllable with low 

tone, //___$L. The close mid back vowel // is realized as an open mid back 

vowel in syllable with low tone, //___$L. The open vowel // varies 

slightly in its realization from [to

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 28. Mara vowel inventory 
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3.4.4 Segment distribution 

There are no restrictions on consonants in the initial position (C1), while the second 

consonant (C2) is restricted to //. The nucleus is composed of V1, which is obligatory 

and has no restrictions, where V2 is an optional second element in a diphthong and is 

restricted to the open vowel //, close unrounded front vowel // and close rounded 

back vowel //. Table 29 shows the distribution of diphthongs in Mara.  

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

 Table 29. Mara diphthongs 

3.4.5  Tone  

There are at least three contrastive level tones in Mara. They are high tone //, mid 

tone //, and low tone //. Mara does not have falling and rising contour tones. The 

distribution of tone in Mara is shown in Table 30. 

 Smooth syllables 

Mid tone Monophthong, Diphthong and long 

High tone Monophthong, Diphthong and long 

Low tone Monophthong  

Table 30. Mara tone distribution 

3.5 Khumi 

The Khumi or Khami group includes several diverse dialects, which fall into two 

subgroups, Khumi and Khimi. So-Hartmann lists it together with the Southern group 

and says (1988:100), “They themselves (Khumi) explain their name as being derived 

from Khu or Kho ‘soil, earth’ and mi ‘man’”. Bradley (1997) lists Khumi under 
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“Other Chin Groups”. Khumi live mainly in Paletwa Township of Chin State and in 

Bangladesh and India. There are 76,700 Khumi speakers in Myanmar (Grimes 1996).  

Its syllable canon, consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segment distribution and 

tone are discussed in the following sections. 

3.5.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable canon for Khumi can be generalized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)(C3)T. The initial 

consonant (C1) and the second consonant (C2) in the initial consonant cluster compose 

the onset. The nucleus is composed of an obligatory vowel V1 as monophthong or the 

diphthong V1V2. The coda (C3) is a final consonant. T represents tone. Examples of 

possible syllable types are provided in Table 31. 

Ref. No. English gloss Khumi transcription Syllable type 

167  excrement  V: 

081 dog  VV 

002 sun  CV 

212 fire  CVV 

003 moon  CCV 

266 itch  CVC 

Table 31. Examples of syllable shapes in Khumi 

3.5.2 Consonants 

The consonant inventory of Khumi is shown in Table 32. 

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal  Glottal 
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 Voiceless stops     
 Voiceless aspirated stops     
 Voiced stops     
 Voiced nasals    
 Voiceless nasals    
 Voiced trill    
 Voiceless fricatives    
 Voiced fricatives    
 Voiced approximant    
 Voiced lateral approximant    
 Voiceless lateral approximant    

Table 32. Khumi consonant inventory 

3.5.3 Vowels 

There are five cardinal vowels in Khumi as shown in Table 33. The close mid front 

vowel // is realized as an open mid front vowel  in a closed syllable with either 

falling or low tone //C___C. The close mid back vowel // is realized as an 

open mid back vowel in a closed syllable with either falling or low tone, 

//C___C. The open vowel // varies slightly in its realization from [to

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 33. Khumi vowel inventory 

3.5.4 Segment distribution 

All consonants are allowed in the optional initial consonant (C1), while the second 

consonant (C2) a consonant cluster is limited to // and //. The alveolar trill // occurs 

after voiceless coronal stops // or voiceless labial stops //. The voiced lateral 
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approximant // appears only after the coronal voiceless and voiceless aspirated 

coronal stops // and //. The nucleus is composed of an obligatory vowel V1 without 

restrictions. Whenever the diphthong V1V2 occurs, the second vowel V2 is limited to 

vowels at the extreme margins of the vowel inventory as shown in Table 34. 

 Front                        Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 34. Khumi diphthong inventory 

The coda (C3) is restricted to nasals and voiceless stops, with the exception of 

voiceless bilabial stop, as shown in Table 35. T represents tone. 

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal  Glottal 

 Voiceless stops      

 Voiced nasals     

Table 35. Khumi final consonants 

3.5.5 Tone 

There are at least four contrastive tones in Khumi. They are high tone //, rising tone 

//, mid tone //, and low tone //. Khumi does not have falling tone. The distribution 

of tone in Khumi is shown in Table 36. 

 Smooth syllable Stopped 

syllables  Open rhyme Nasal finals 

Rising tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 

 

k 

k 

Mid tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 

- 

k 

- 

High tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 

- 

k 

k 

Low tone Monophthong   k 

Table 36. Khumi tone distribution 
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3.6 Kaang 

Kaang is closely related to Ngmuun and Dai. According to Lehman (1963:85) “The 

literature speaks of ‘the M’kaang’ as ‘the cane-bellied Chin,’ because men and boys 

wear girdles formed of numerous rounds of red-dyed cane.” They call themselves 

‘Kaang’ (Lehman 1963:85) and live in three villages in Mindat Township: Kkyuk 

(Thluk), You Phong and Hla Tui (So-Hartmann 1988:100). Grimes (1996) lists 

Kaang together with Dai and Muun as having similar linguistic features and estimates 

the Kaang population at 30,000.  

Its syllable canon, consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segment distribution and 

tone are discussed in this section. 

3.6.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable canon for Kaang can be generalized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)(C3)T. The 

parentheses show optional elements. The optional initial consonant (C1) and the 

second consonant (C2) in an initial consonant cluster compose the onset. The nucleus 

is composed of either an obligatory vowel V1 as a monophthong or the diphthong 

V1V2. The coda (C3) is a final consonant in a closed syllable. T represents tone. 

Examples of possible syllable shapes are provided in Table 37. 

Ref. No. English gloss Kaang  transcription Syllable type 

106    frog  V 

081 dog  VV 

002 sun  CV 

212 fire  CVV 

003 moon  CCV 

266 itch  CVC 

Table 37. Examples of syllable shapes in Kaang 
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3.6.2 Consonants 

The consonant inventory of Kaang is shown in Table 38. So-Hartmann (1988) 

remarks that Kaang has lost the prenasalization and preglottalization found in the 

other Southern dialects and has /f/ in its consonant inventory. In Kaang // is changed 

into  before close front vowel,   /___. 

   Labial  Coronal  Dorsal Glottal 

 Voiceless stops    
 Voiceless aspirated stops    
 Voiced stops    
 Voiced nasals    
 Voiceless nasals    
 Voiced trill    
 Voiceless trill    
 Voiceless unaspirated affricate     
 Voiceless aspirated affricate    
 Voiceless fricatives    
 Voiced fricatives    
 Voiced palatal approximant    
 Voiced lateral approximant    
 Voiceless lateral approximant    

Table 38. Kaang consonant inventory 

3.6.3 Vowels 

Kaang has five cardinal vowels and three central vowels as shown in Table 39. 

Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets 

are phonemic. The close mid front vowel // is changed to open mid front vowel  

in a closed syllable with either falling or low tone //C__C. The close mid back 

vowel // is also changed to open mid back vowel at the position of closed 
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syllable type with either falling or low tone, //C__C. The open front vowel // 

is slightly different in its realization from [to

 

 Front         Central           Back 

Close  
Close mid 
Open mid    

Open 

Table 39. Kaang vowel inventory 

3.6.4 Segment distribution 

All consonants can appear in the initial consonant (C1) position. The second 

consonant in an initial cluster (C2) is restricted to //. The // occurs after voiceless 

and aspirated labial stop // and dorsal stop //. The nucleus is composed of either a 

monophthong vowel V1 or diphthong V1V2. V1 has no restrictions but V2 is restricted 

to the close front vowel // and open vowel // as shown in Table 40. 

 Front            Central           Back 

Close 
Close mid 
Open 

Table 40. Kaang diphthongs 

The final consonant (C3) is restricted to the voiced nasal and voiceless stop series as 

shown in Table 41. 

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal  Glottal 

 Voiceless stops      

 Voiced nasals     

Table 41. Kaang final consonants 
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3.6.5 Tone 

In the current analysis, Kaang has five contrastive tones composed of three level 

tones and two contour tones. They are high tone //mid tone // low tone //rising 

tone //and falling tone //. Table 42 shows the tone distribution by syllable type in 

Kaang. 

 Smooth syllable Stopped 

syllable  Open rhyme Nasal final 

Rising tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 

- 

p t k 

- 

Mid tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 

- 

p t k 

- 

Falling tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 

- 

p t k 

k 

High tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 

- 

p t k 

k 

Low tone Monophthong 

Diphthong and long 
 

- 

k 

- 

Table 42. Kaang tone distribution 

3.7 Brief summary 

An overview of the six representative Chin languages based on the significant 

features of consonants, vowels and tones, is briefly discussed in this section.  

Regarding initial consonants, all languages share the voiceless aspirated and 

unaspirated stop series. Khumi and Tedim have voiced dorsal stops whereas the other 

Chin languages do not. Tedim does not have the voiceless nasal series and coronal 

trill, while the other Chin languages have voiceless and voiced nasal sets. Mizo, 

Hakha and Mara have two affricates, // and //. Only Mizo, Hakha and Khumi 

have a voiceless labial fricative []. Tedim has only a voiced lateral approximant [] 

while the other languages have voiced and voiceless lateral approximants [] []. All 
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languages share the voiced labial fricative [] and voiceless coronal fricative []. 

Kaang and Khumi do not have the voiced coronal fricative [] but have the voiced 

palatal approximant [], which the others do not have. All languages have the glottal 

stop [], at least phonetically, and glottal fricative [].  

The phonemes /and, in Mara, Mizo and Hakha are represented here as initial 

consonant clusters because they will be shown in Chapter 4 to be the reflexes of the 

initial consonant clusters *and . On the other hand, *and * in Mara, Mizo 

and Hakha are treated as a single phonemes because they correspond to /and 

respectively, in Kaang, Khumi and Tedim. 

For final consonants, Mara is different from the other languages, as it does not have 

closed syllables. The remaining languages have stop and nasal series in finals. Khumi 

does not have the voiceless labial stop syllable final. Khumi and Kaang do not have 

liquid finals. 

Five cardinal vowels are common in all languages. In addition to cardinal five 

vowels, Kaang has central vowels: a close central //, back central // and open mid 

central // vowels. Hakha, Mizo and Tedim have diphthongs (V1V2), which may be 

observed that the first vowel V1 has no restriction but the second vowel V2 is 

restricted to the close front vowel /close back vowel // and open vowel //. 

The close mid front vowel // is realized as an open mid front vowel in closed 

syllables. Similarly, the close mid back vowel // is realized as an open mid back 

vowel in closed syllables. The open vowel // varies slightly in its realization from 

[toVowel length contrast are ignored in this analysis due to the need for 

acoustic analysis on each language. 
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A system of three tones is probably the norm for all languages, as mentioned by Luce 

(1985). These tones are rising, mid and falling tone. However, some languages add 

one or two tones. If a language has four tones, the fourth tone tends to be a low tone 

and if there are five tones, the fifth tone tends to be a high tone. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RECONSTRUCTION 

4.0 Introduction 

Chapters 1 to 3 considered background information for Chin languages, the selection 

of languages used to be representative of Chin languages in the reconstruction of 

Proto Chin, and the description of these languages. This chapter will focus on the 

reconstruction of Proto Chin. 

4.1 General 

The primary data for this study is a list of 443 words
19

 for each language under study. 

The wordlist is provided in the appendices. This wordlist covers several semantic 

domains with linguistic terms appropriate to Southeast Asia, in particular domains 

such as nature, plants, food, animals, body parts, human relationships, home, 

numbers, dimensions, physical descriptions, taste, question words and various verbs. 

The data for Kaang, Khumi (Paletwa), Mara, Hakha and Mizo are from unpublished 

data collected by Seung Kim and Noel Mann and the author retranscribed. Data for 

Tedim is based on the author’s transcription of his own speech as a native speaker.  

Wordlists for these six languages were tabulated for comparison. Possible loan words 

were eliminated. Loanwords from Old Mon, Karen, Jingphaw were identified on the 

basis of Luce (1959), Benedict (1972) and Bradley (1978); and loanwords from 

Burmese and Hindi on the basis of the author’s own knowledge. Burmese influence is 

present in these languages but to a lesser extent than in Plain Chin noted by Stern 

(1962). Loans from Hindi (or other Indian languages) are mostly found in Mizo due 

                                                 
19 The wordlist was developed by the SIL International for use in Southeast Asia. 
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to close contact. For instance, the word for ‘candle’ (No. 215) in Mizo is identical to 

the Hindi word [, while Hakha, Mara and Khumi use the Burmese word 

[Khumi has the word [for ‘year’ (No. 018) which seems to be 

borrowed from Jingphaw [] which is also *- in Proto Loloish (Benedict 

1972). The Khumi word [] for ‘mouth’ (No. 130) seems to be borrowed from 

Old Mon []. According to Luce (1985:85) the southern Chin languages' word for 

‘buffalo’ (No. 088) is from Karen. ‘Buffalo’ for Hakha, Mara and Kaang is [] and 

in Khumi [], which appears to be borrowed from the Sgaw Karen word 

[]. (c.f. Lar Baa 2001:93). Numbers and percentages of identified loan words 

found in each languages are shown in Table 43. Khumi has 6.32% as the highest and 

Tedim has 1.13% as the lowest number of loans out of 443 words in the present data. 

Language Number of loans  Percentage of 443 word corpus 

Tedim 5 1.13% 

Mizo 8 1.81% 

Mara 9 2.03% 

Kaang 12 2.71% 

Hakha 14 3.16% 

Khumi 28 6.32% 

Table 43. Percentage of loan words in Chin languages 

Proto Chin is assumed to be monosyllabic and the reconstruction is conducted on the 

basis of root syllables. Peripheral syllables are eliminated. Correspondences in 

phonemes are compared to establish Proto Chin.  

Bradley (1979) observes that initial consonants, rhymes and tones comprise the three 

basic systems in the comparative analysis of Tibeto-Burman languages. However, 

there is no evidence in the present data that the rhymes must be considered as a unit. 

Therefore the reconstruction is based on initial consonants, vowel nuclei and codas. 

(For tones, see section 4.6). 
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4.2 Initial consonants 

Let us begin the consideration of initial consonants with a more detailed review of 

previous reconstructions of initial consonants.  

A major concern of previous work has been to account for the presence of [] in 

Tedim, but not in other modern Chin languages. Ono (1965) reconstructed the initial 

consonants of Proto Kuki-Chin
20

 as shown in Table 44. He claims * “to be absorbed 

in some other phonemes” (1965:19), but without speculating which. 

Ono’s Proto-Kuki-Chin initial consonants (1965:19) 

Velar stops * * *  

Dental stops * * *  

Bilabial stops * * *  

Nasals (voiced) * * *  

Nasals (voiceless) * * *  

Affricates and Fricatives * * * *
Semi vowels and Glottals * * * *
Liquids * * * *
Consonant clusters * * * *

Table 44. Ono’s (1965) Proto Kuki-Chin initial consonants 

Solnit (1979) attempted to establish the phonological relationship between Tedim and 

Mizo (which he calls Lushai) based on the reconstructed *. He considers separately 

simple initials, initial clusters and finals. Table 45 shows Solnit’s (1979:118) simple 

initials. 

 Tedim Mizo 

*- (or K-N *k- )  
*k- (or K-N *k-)  
*- *--,or *--  

Table 45. Solnit’s (1979) simple initial consonants 
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Table 46 shows Solnit’s (1979:118) initial consonant clusters. 

 Medial *--  Medial *-- 
Initial Tedim Lushai Tedim Lushai 

*-    
*-    
*-, *- () () () ()

l

Table 46. Solnit’s (1979) initial clusters 

Table 47 shows Solnit’s (1979:119) final consonants. 

 Tedim Lushai 

*-k  
*- k r

 Table 47. Solnit’s (1979) reconstructed final consonants 

The summary of previous literature on reconstruction of consonants shows that Proto 

Chin had voiced, voiceless and aspirated series of stops, except voiced dorsal stop, 

which is assumed to be absorbed in some other phoneme. There are nasal and liquid 

series with their respective voiceless counterparts. Proto Chin also had voiceless and 

voiced coronal fricative and glottal fricative and voiceless aspirated and unaspirated 

coronal affricates. There are also semivowels.   

Four consonant clusters can occur. The first consonant of the consonant cluster is 

restricted to voiceless aspirated and unaspirated alveolar (Solnit adds voiced velar 

stop) and the second consonant is limited to liquids. Bhaskararao posits voiceless 

retroflex stop and voiced coronal stop with their aspirated counterpart as the first 

consonant in consonant clusters. He also discusses proto * and * as final 

consonants. 

                                                                                                                                           
20 Bhaskararao (1996) also discussed the initial consonants in Lushai (Mizo) and Tedim. In many cases, he agrees 

with Ono (1965) however he also mentions some exceptions, many of such exceptions are the result of either 
misspellings or synonyms. 
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Having discussed the previous literature, the next consideration is the reconstruction 

of Proto Chin initial consonants based on the data at hand.  

The data are taken from the word lists provided in Appendix A. The left hand column 

shows the reference number of the word, the second column is the English gloss and 

the remaining columns are the cognate words in the selected languages.  

4.2.1 Stops 

*. The cognate set in Table 48 indicates an unambiguous initial voiceless labial stop 

* in Proto Chin. This is a very stable initial consonant, showing no change in any 

daughter language. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

050 mushroom       
169A man     -  
172 father       
288 give       
320 pay      - 

346 thin       

Table 48. Proto Chin initial voiceless labial stop *p 

* The cognate set in Table 49 shows that Proto Chin also had an initial voiceless 

aspirated labial stop *. This sound is suspect in Mara because it shares only one 

cognate words out of five in the cognate set. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

153 thigh  -  -   
192 mat       
302 bury corpse    -  - 

304 dry something    - -  
411B pangolin    -   

Table 49. Proto Chin initial voiceless aspirated labial stop *
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*The cognate set in Table 50 shows the voiced labial stop * in Proto Chin. 

 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

057A banana     - -
069 cooked rice  -  -   
094 bird's nest       
128 cheek       
393 tired - -     

Table 50. Proto Chin initial voiced labial stop * 

*The data in Table 51 illustrates the voiceless coronal stop * in Proto Chin.  

  No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

023 water       
049B bamboo shoot       
150B finger nail       
196 weave cloth -    -  
342 short length    -   

Table 51. Proto Chin initial voiceless coronal stop * 

*The cognate set in Table 52 exemplifies an unambiguous voiceless aspirated 

coronal stop * in Proto Chin. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

143 liver       
162 fat       
164 blood       
211 firewood       
266 itch       
324 three       
351 deep       

Table 52. Proto Chin initial voiceless aspirated alveolar stop * 
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*The data in Table 53 illustrates the initial voiced coronal stop * in Proto Chin. 

Khumi shares very few cognate words in the present data. Therefore the initial voiced 

coronal stop * is suspect in Khumi. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

149B finger -    - - 

232 drink  -   - - 

272 stand       
273B kneel  - - -   
357 straight - -   - 
400 correct   -  - -

Table 53. Proto Chin initial voiced coronal stop * 

*The cognate set in Table 54 illustrates the unambiguous initial voiceless dorsal 

stop *k in Proto Chin. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

018 year     -  
079B porcupine     -  
089 horn of buffalo       
313 shoot       
330 nine       
426 bend      - 

 Table 54. Proto Chin initial voiceless dorsal stop * 

*The data in Table 55 illustrates the unambiguous initial voiceless aspirated  

dorsal stop *k in Proto Chin. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

115 bee       
154 knee       
183 village     -  
214B smoke fire       
376 bitter       
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Table 55. Proto Chin initial voiceless aspirated dorsal stop * 

4.2.2 Nasals 

*The cognate set provided in Table 56 illustrates the initial labial nasal * in 

Proto Chin. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

005 cloud  -     
125 eye    -   
171 person    -  - 

261B sleep   -  - - 

263 dream       

Table 56. Proto Chin initial labial nasal *  

*The data in Table 57 shows unambiguously the initial coronal nasal * in Proto 

Chin. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

170B woman  -     
173 mother       
264 hurt   - -   
417A thou (2s)       
420A you (2p)  -     
440A yr. bro. of m.    -   

Table 57. Proto Chin initial coronal nasal * 

*The data in Table 58 shows the initial dorsal nasal * in Proto Chin. Hakha, Mara 

and Khumi share only two cognate sets out of five in the data. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

033 silver  -   -  
251A think   - - -  
255 love -  - -   
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326 five       

Table 58. Proto initial Chin dorsal nasal * 

*The data in Table 59 illustrates the initial voiceless labial nasal * in Proto 

Chin.  

 
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

096  feather       
120  face       
182 name       
212 fire       
409 ripe       

Table 59. Proto Chin initial voiceless labial nasal * 

Mizo, Hakha, Mara, Khumi and Kaang preserve the * inconsistently, without any 

discernible conditioning environment, but the voiceless feature has been lost in 

Tedim.  

Rule 1. Voicing (Tedim) 

 * > /$___ 

 

*The selection of data in Table 60 shows the initial voiceless coronal nasal * in 

Proto Chin.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

002 sun       
087 milk      - 

127 nose       
166 pus       
244 laugh       
323 two     -  
344 short height       

Table 60. Proto Chin initial voiceless coronal nasal *
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Mizo, Hakha, Mara, Khumi and Kaang keep the voiceless coronal nasal * without 

any discernible conditioning environment, but the voiceless has been lost in Tedim. 

Rule 2. Voicing (Tedim) 

*> /$___ 

//. Table 61 contains all the cognate sets relevant to initial voiceless dorsal nasals 

[]. Due to extremely limited data, this segment is not posited as a proto phoneme 

(but it will be discussed in section 4.5 under symmetrical considerations). 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

101 fish       
253 forget   - - -  
257 wait       

Table 61. Chin initial voiceless dorsal nasal /

All the languages in the sample have a voiced nasal series. Voiceless nasals appear in 

all languages except Tedim but without any apparent predictable environment. 

Moreover the status of voiceless dorsal nasal [] is such that it is impossible to posit it 

as a proto phoneme based on the limited data and needs to be reconsidered under 

symmetrical considerations.  

4.2.3 Trill 

*. From the cognate sets in Table 62, we may infer that Proto Chin had a coronal trill 

* which became a voiced dorsal stop //in Tedim. The correspondence is 

consistent for all language in the sample except Khumi, which shows two instances of 

[] and two instances of []. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

048 bamboo       
102 snake       
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159 bone     -  
299 grind     -  
327 six       
328B seven       
329 eight     -  

Table 62. Proto Chin initial coronal trill *

The [] reflex in Tedim is best viewed as the result of a two-step process. The first 

step is velarization, where the coronal trill * becomes dorsal fricative // in all 

environments. 

Rule 3. Velarization (Tedim) 

                                                                    *r > /$___ 

The next sound change is strengthening. The voiced dorsal fricative // becomes the 

voiced dorsal stop // in Tedim.  

 

Rule 4. Strengthening (Tedim) 

                                                                * > /$___ 

Thus, the original coronal trill * appears as voiced dorsal stop // after undergoing 

Rules 3 and 4. According to Solnit (1979:115) this sound change is “somewhat out of 

the ordinary”. However, there is ample evidence that the velarization of , at least, 

is not uncommon. The following tendencies of sound change prove that Rule 4 is a 

possible process. Solnit (1979:115) says; “There are indications of a velar/uvular 

point of articulation for *: its normal reflex in both Karen and Lahu is the dorsal //”. 

Morover, Luce’s (1985) transcription of Tedim (during the Chin Hills linguistic tour 

of 1954) shows that nearly all voiced dorsal stops /were allophones of the voiced 

dorsal fricative // as shown in the following examples: ‘six’ as [
], ‘seven’ 

as [], ‘bone’ as [
], snake as [

]. According to Lehman, 

(1990:19) native speakers of Mara pronounce their name []. Hock and Joseph 
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(1996:259) also say that “// is generally pronounced as a dorsal fricative // in 

modern standard French.” All these evidences support that // in Tedim as the reflex 

of * of Proto Chin
21

 is not so far of the ordinary. 

*. Proto Chin possessed a voiceless coronal trill * as the cognate set in Table 63 

illustrates.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

110 louse head       
331 ten - -     
365 green     - -

Table 63. Proto Chin initial voiceless coronal trill *

This initial consonant coronal trill *becomes a glottal fricative /in Tedim and 

Khumi by dropping the oral articulation and keeping the feature of voicelessness, 

which appears as //.  

Rule 5. Lenition (Khumi and Tedim) 

* > /$___ 

 

4.2.4 Fricatives 

//. Table 64 shows that Mizo and Hakha have voiceless labial fricative // in their 

consonant inventory.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

053 sugarcane       
220 spear     -  

Table 64. Chin initial voiceless labial fricative // 

                                                 
21 This initial consonant shift is sociolinguistically prominent: some Chin political leaders, particularly in India, 

such as H. Kam Khen Thang (1986), and S. Prim Vaiphei (1986) have attempted to group Chin people based 
only on this initial consonant as “R-group” and “Non R-group” or “G-group”. 
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Two cognate words of the voiceless labial fricative // in Mizo and Hakha have a 

sound correspondence with voiceless coronal stop // in Tedim and Kaang, voiceless 

coronal fricative // in Mara and Kaang. Kaang has the voiceless labial fricative // in 

its consonant inventory but there is no consistent sound correspondence to the other 

languages in the current data. The sound change system looks consistent but due to 

insufficient cognate sets in the current data no sound change rule can be established at 

this point. This phoneme will be reconsidered in section 4.5. 

*The cognate set in Table 65 illustrates the unambiguous initial voiced labial 

fricative * in Proto Chin. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

001 sky      - 

074 bear       
085 pig     -  
093 bird       
176 husband - -     

Table 65. Proto Chin initial voiced labial fricative * 

*The cognate set in Table 66 illustrates that all the languages unambiguously have 

retained the initial voiceless coronal fricative *which is not obscure to assign as the 

proto phoneme.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

122 hair       
207 mortar       
208 pestle  -  - -  
293 launder      - 

341 long  -  -   
343 tall      - 

Table 66. Proto Chin initial voiceless coronal fricative * 
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*. The cognate set in Table 67 shows that Proto Chin possessed an initial voiced 

coronal fricative *.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

056 liquor    - -  
076 monkey     -  
080 rat       
097 fly  -   -  
168 urine       
318 sell       

Table 67. Proto Chin initial voiced alveolar fricative * 

The proto form * becomes a palatal approximant // before back vowels in Khumi 

and Kaang. Since all instances of // in Khuimi and Kaang in the present data precede 

back vowels, it is not clear whether this restriction is due to a conditioning 

environment in the sound change or to a phonotactic restriction on /-/ initial syllables 

in Khumi and Kaang.  

Rule 6. Palatalization (Kaang and Khumi) 

*> /$___ 

*. The selection of data in Table 68 illustrates that Proto Chin possessed an initial 

voiceless glottal fricative *.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

040B tree bark  -   -  
059 mango     -  
133 tooth      - 

238 yawn       
256 hate     - - 

Table 68. Proto Chin initial voiceless glottal fricative *
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4.2.5 Affricates 

*. Table 69 shows that Mizo, Hakha and Mara have a voiceless coronal affricate // 

in their consonant inventory, which corresponds to a voiceless coronal stop in Tedim, 

Khumi and Mara. (Although Tedim [] ‘salt’ (071) and [] ‘saliva’ (132) have 

initial affiriates phonetically, they may be analysed as having underlying stops 

synchronically; cf. section 3.1.3.) 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

071 salt    - -  
113 snail -     - 

132 saliva     -  
142 lungs       
301 dig     -  
415A earth worm     -  

Table 69. Proto Chin initial voiceless coronal affricate *  

/ in the etyma above should be viewed as the reflex of a proto-phoneme *, because 

we have already established an unambiguous proto phoneme * in Proto Chin (cf. 

Table 52). Therefore, we may posit a rule of deaffrication to account for the /t/ in 

Kaang, Khumi and Tedim. 

Rule 7. Deaffrication (Kaang, Khumi and Tedim) 

* > /$___ 

*. Table 70 shows that Mizo, Hakha and Mara have voiceless coronal fricative // 

in their consonant inventory.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

019A    east      - 

021A    north  -  -   
345 thick       
345 thick       
399 bad       
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399 bad       
412  crested     -  

Table 70. Proto Chin initial voiceless aspirated coronal affricate *

The proto phoneme is changed to // in Kaang, Khumi and Tedim. / in the etyma 

above should be viewed as the reflex of a proto-phoneme *, because we have 

already established an unambiguous proto phoneme * in Proto Chin (cf. Table 67). 

Therefore, we may posit a rule of spirantization to account for the // in Kaang, 

Khumi and Tedim. 

Rule 8. Spirantization (Kaang, Khumi and Tedim) 

* > s/$___ 

4.2.6 Lateral approximants 

*. The cognate set in Table 71 unambiguously shows the initial lateral approximant 

* in Proto Chin. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

119 head       
131 tongue       
140 navel       
141 heart       
312 dance       
325 four       
432 warm     - - 

Table 71. Proto initial Chin lateral approximant *       

*. The data in Table 72 exemplifies the initial voiceless lateral approximant * in 

Proto Chin. The proto voiceless lateral approximant * becomes a voiced lateral 

approximant //in Tedim. 
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Rule 9. Voicing (Tedim) 

*> /$___ 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

011 shadow   -  -  
029 stone       
041 thorn       
057B banana     - - 

358 far      - 

382 hot -  -  -  

413 water leech     -  

Table 72. Proto initial Chin voiceless lateral approximant *

4.2.7 Initial consonant clusters 

*. The proto initial consonant cluster, composed of voiceless dorsal stop with 

medial coronal trill * is found in Kaang as in the cognate set shown in Table 73. 

This sound is doubtful in Khumi for it shares only one cognate word in the current 

data. 

 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

020A west -    -  
226 weep    - -  
283 fall       

Table 73. Proto Chin initial consonant cluster * 

The proto alveolar trill * as medial in Kaang is lost in Tedim and the voiceless dorsal 

stop // is retained.  

Rule 10. Deletion (Tedim) 

    * > /C___ 
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The medial coronal trill *in Proto Chin is retained in Kaang and becomes the 

coronal lateral approximant // in Mizo, Hakha, and Mara.  

Rule 11. Sporadic (Hakha, Mara and Mizo) 

   * >  /C___ 

The coronal lateral approximant // as a medial affects the initial voiceless dorsal stop 

// causing it to become a voiceless coronal stop // by place assimilation in Mizo, 

Hakha and Mara.  

Rule 12. Assimilation (Hakha, Mara and Mizo) 

        * >  /$_ 

The consonant cluster // is merged into a single consonant and becomes voiceless 

retroflex stop // in Mizo and Hakha.  

Rule 13. Merging (Hakha and Mizo) 

* > /$___ 

*. The cognate set for the initial consonant cluster of the aspirated dorsal stop with 

a medial coronal trill * is shown in Table 74.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

003 moon       
095 wing     -  
121 brain     -  
165 sweat     -  
200 sew       

Table 74. Proto Chin consonant cluster * 

The process of phonological change is the same as with *. Khumi shares only two 

cognate words out of five, and the sound change is inconsistent. For instance, the 
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word ‘sew’ has initial /and the word ‘moon’ has initial //. Therefore this 

phonological change is obscure in Khumi.

The recovery of the proto segments * and * is consistent with previous studies. 

According to Benedict (1972) the word ‘sweat’ in Proto Tibetan is *, ‘sew’ is 

*() and ‘weep’ is *. The exact lexical form appears in Kaang for the verb 

‘to weep’. By taking into account these instances, Shafer’s claim about the close 

relationship between Southern Chin languages and Proto Kuki-Chin is confirmed. As 

Peiros (1998:180) notes: 

Shafer has investigated the history of Kuki-Chin group and … He has 

shown that some Southern Kuki-Chin languages maintain Proto Kuki-Chin 

and possibly Proto Sino-Tibetan prefixes. 

4.3 Nucleus 

This section considers the reconstruction of Proto Chin vowel nucleus, which can be, 

analyzed under two subsections: monophthong and diphthong nuclei. 

4.3.1 Monophthong vowels 

*. The data in Table 75 shows unambiguous evidence for the close unrounded front 

vowel * in Proto Chin.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 
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002 sun       
089 horn (of buffalo)       
164 blood       
323 two    -   
325 four       
013 day   - -   
066B corn   -  -  
201 needle  -  - -  
357 straight -   - - 
386 heavy       

Table 75. Proto Chin close unrounded front vowel * 

Close unrounded front vowel * in the nucleus of closed syllables becomes close 

central vowel // in Kaang. 

Rule 14. Fronting or Centralization (Kaang) 

*> /C___C 

*. The cognate set in Table 76 shows that Proto Chin unambiguously had the close 

rounded back vowel *  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

056 liquor    - -  
080 rat       
094 bird's nest       
119 head       
214B smoke fire       
028 dust    - -  
096 feather    -   
213 ashes  -  -   
244 laugh    -   

Table 76. Proto Chin close rounded back vowel * 
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In closed syllables (including those with palatal off glide diphthongs) as exemplified 

in the last four words of the table, the close rounded back vowel *changed to close 

unrounded central vowel // in Kaang. 

Rule 15. Fronting or Centralization (Kaang) 

*> /C___ 

*. The cognate set of Table 77 illustrates that there was an open vowel * in Proto 

Chin.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

003 moon       
101 fish       
135 chin     -  
326 five       
376 bitter       
257 wait     -  
334 many     -  
050 mushroom       
093 bird       
169A man     -  
172 father       

Table 77. Proto Chin open vowel * 

Open vowel * in Proto Chin changed to open mid central vowel // in Kaang in 

closed syllables. (Note that Kaang [] ‘father’ (172), which has a long [] nucleu, 

is not affected.) 

Rule 16. Raising or Centralization (Kaang) 

*> /C___C 

Rules 15 and 16 can be summarized as “vowels become central vowels in closed 

syllables.”  

Rule 17. Centralization (Kaang) 
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*V> V(Central) /C___C  

The open vowel * becomes close mid back vowel // after labial stops and fricatives 

in Mara, as exemplified in Table 77. 

Rule 18. Raising (Mara) 

*> /C[labial]___ 

*. The cognate set in Table 78 illustrates the close mid rounded back vowel // in 

Proto Chin. Mara has the most shared cognate words. This sound is suspect in Khumi 

due to limited correspondence words. 

No. Gloss   Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

092 elephant tusk -     - 

116 fly     - - 

142 lungs - - -    
301 dig     -  
304 dry something     -  
380 dry, to be dry -    -  
394B blind  -   - - 

Table 78. Proto Chin mid close back vowel * 

*. The cognate set of Proto Chin * is provided in Table 79. Most languages retain 

// as their reflex of Proto Chin *.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

083 bite    -  -
152 leg    - - -
288 give       
320 pay       

Table 79. Proto Chin mid open front vowel * 

In Mara (and in some Tedim cognates), *is diphthongized and becomes a close 

unrounded front vowel with open vowel //.  
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Rule 19. Diphthongization (Mara) 

* > ia/___$ 

4.3.2 Diphthongs 

*. The cognate set in Table 80 exemplifies unambiguously the diphthong * in 

Proto Chin.  

 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

005 cloud  -     
090 tail       
131 tongue       
212 fire       
416A I (1s)       

Table 80. Proto Chin diphthong * 

The diphthong * became // in Khumi. 

Rule 20. Lowering (Khumi) 

                                                                   * >  /C___ $ 

*. Proto Chin possessed the diphthong * as the selected data in Table 81 shows.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

120 face       
140 navel     -  
166 pus       
359 near      - 

Table 81. Proto Chin diphthong * 

The proto phoneme * coalesces to // in Mara. 

Rule 21. Coalescence (Mara) 

           * >  /C___ $ 
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*. Table 82 is the cognate set which shows evidence for the proto phoneme of the 

diphthong * in Proto Chin.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

023 water       
098 egg       
244 laugh       

Table 82. Proto Chin diphthong * 

The proto phoneme *is monophthongized to a single close unrounded front vowel 

in Hakha and Mara. 

Rule 22. Fusion (Hakha and Mara) 

                        * >  /___ $ 

*. The data in Table 83 show evidence for a close rounded back vowel-to-open 

vowel diphthong * in Proto Chin.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

007 rain    -  
019A east  -   - - 

183 village       
234 vomit       
330 nine       

Table 83. Proto Chin diphthong * 

The proto phoneme *becomes a close unrounded front vowel / / in Mara.  

Rule 23. Fusion (Mara) 

                                                                     * > /C___$ 

The same proto phoneme *becomes a close mid back rounded vowel // in Kaang 

and Khumi. Khumi shares comparatively few cognate words in the cognate set. 
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Rule 24. Coalescence (Kaang and Khumi) 

                                                                * >  /C___$ 

*. The selection of cognate set in Table 84 illustrates that Proto Chin had the 

diphthong *  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

049B bamboo shoot    -   
115 bee    -   
342 short length -   -   
426 bend       

427 lift      - 

Table 84. Proto Chin diphthong *

Although data is scare, *appears to regularly develop into a *in Mara. 

Rule 25. Monophthongization (Mara) 

* > /C___$ 

*. Proto Chin had the diphthong * as shown in Table 85.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

162 fat       
341 long  -  -   
347 fat (to be)     -  
349 wide/breadth -      
440A yr. bro. of m    -   

Table 85. Proto Chin diphthong *

The proto vowel nucleus *, which is preserved in Tedim, Mizo, Hakha, Khumi and 

Kaang, coalescence into // in Mara. 

Rule 26. Coalescence (Mara) 

                                                                * >  /C___$ 
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(Note that Mara [] ‘fat’ (162) irregularly retains the older *nucleus. This may 

be due to speakers consciously making distinction between [] ‘fat’ and [] ‘to 

be fat’ (347)).  

*. The diphthong // in the nucleus position is unambiguous as Table 86 illustrates.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

128 cheek       
242 lick       
299 grind -    -  
329 eight     -  
344 short height       
399 bad       

Table 86. Proto Chin diphthong * 

The proto phoneme is monophthongized to close mid unrounded front vowel // in 

Khumi and Kaang. Mara shows partial evidence for this change. 

Rule 27. Monophthongization (Kaang and Khumi) 

*  >  /C___$ 

4.4 Codas 

The analysis of codas is divided according to types of final consonant such as nasals, 

trills, stops and lateral approximants. 

4.4.1 Nasal codas 

*. The cognate set in Table 87 displays the Proto Chin coda *.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

122 hair       
184 road/path  -     
238 yawn       
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312 dance       
207 mortar       
302 bury corpse       
324 three       

Table 87. Proto Chin coda *

The labial nasal as coda becomes a coronal nasal in Khumi. 

Rule 28. Alveolarization (Khumi) 

* > /C___$ 

The nasal coda is dropped out of Mara. 

Rule 29. Deletion (Mara) 

* >  /C___$ 

It is worth noted that the * coda, which is preserved in Tedim, Mizo, Hakha and 

Kaang becomes an coronal * in Khumi. Coronal nasal final syllables have tended to 

move toward losing their nasal finals with the vowel becoming nasalized as 

evidenced by Zotung, a Southern Chin language. For instance the word ‘forest’ in 

Zotung is // and ‘three’ is /(Kaw Kung p.c. April 1, 2001) (cf. Tedim 

/‘forest’, /‘three’). This is true also of Burmese (cf. Mann 1998:38). Mara 

has lost all trace of the original nasal coda, and has only open syllables with oral 

vowels. 

*. The coronal nasal coda * is also posited as a proto phoneme, but Mara drops it 

based on the cognate set shown in Table 88. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

001 sky      - 

012 night     -  
057A banana     -  
143 liver       
150B fingernail       
409 ripe       
346 thin       
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Table 88. Proto Chin coda * 

Rule 30. Deletion (Mara) 

* > /C___$ 

*. We may posit a dorsal nasal coda * for Proto Chin based on the cognate set in 

Table 89. Predictably, the coda does not appear in Mara.  

 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

263 dream       
029 stone       
141 heart       
038A tree       
211 firewood       
076 monkey     -  
417A thou (2s)       

Table 89. Proto Chin coda *  

Rule 31. Deletion (Mara) 

* > /C___$ 

Rules 29, 30 and 31 can be summarized as Rule 32 shows: Mara deletes all final nasal 

consonants. 

Rule 32. Deletion (Mara) 

*N > /___$ 

 

4.4.2 Trill coda 

*. Based on the evidence of Tedim, Mizo and Hakha in Table 90 we may reconstruct 

an coronal trill * as Proto Chin coda.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

034 iron     -  
099 chicken       
127 nose       
318 sell       
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368 new       
375 sour       

Table 90. Proto Chin coda * 

Mizo and Hakha keep the proto phoneme. The other languages have gone through 

various phonological changes with respect to *. 

The coda * has a voiceless dorsal stop // reflex in Tedim. We may presume that the 

coda * underwent the same developments that change the initial *> (Rules 3, 4). 

The voiced dorsal stop // then becomes a voiceless dorsal stop // through final 

devoicing. 

Rule 33. Devoicing (Tedim) 

                                                                   * > /___$ 

 

In Mara, Kaang and Khumi, Proto Chin coda * is lost. 

Rule 34. Deletion (Kaang, Khumi and Mara) 

                                                                    * > /___$ 

4.4.3 Stop codas 

*. Table 91 shows that Proto Chin possessed the voiceless labial stop * coda.  The 

coda is lost in Mara and Khumi. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

142 lungs       
226 weep    -   
241 suck       
313 shoot       

Table 91. Proto Chin coda *

 

Rule 35. Deletion (Mara and Khumi) 

*p > /___$ 
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*. The cognate set in Table 92 shows that Proto Chin had the voiceless coronal stop 

* as one of the codas. Mara and Khumi lost this coda. This sound change rule is 

suspect in Khumi due to very few cognates in the current data. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

145 hand     -  
277 enter    - -  
329 eight     -  
413 water leech     -  
414 land leech       

Table 92. Proto Chin coda *

Rule 36. Deletion (Mara and Khumi) 

* > / ___$ 

 

*. The cognate set in Table 93 illustrates that there was a voiceless dorsal stop *in 

Proto Chin as coda but lost in Mara. 

 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

121 brain     -  
154 knee       
266 itch       
327 six       
351 deep       

Table 93. Proto Chin coda *

Rule 37. Deletion (Mara) 

                                                                    * > /___$ 

(Note that the coda * is irregularly lost in Khumi [] ‘knee’ (154)) 

Rules 35, 36 and 37 can be summarized as Rule 38; any stop coda is lost in Mara. 

Rule 38. Deletion (Mara) 

*S > /___$ 
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4.4.4 Lateral approximant coda 

It is unproblematic to posit the lateral approximant * at the proto Chin level based on 

the cognate sets in Table 94.  

 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

132 saliva     -  
144 intestines       
253 forget    - -  
292 wash      - 

096 feather       
102 snake       
136 beard       

Table 94. Proto Chin coda *

The proto phoneme of lateral approximant * as coda is lost in Mara, Khumi and 

Kaang.  

Rule 39. Deletion (Mara, Kaang and Khumi) 

* > /___$ 

4.5 Symmetrical considerations  

In this section, the consonant and vowel inventories derived in this reconstruction are 

be analyzed as to whether they are symmetrically distributed or not. This step is 

important and necessary for a completed phonological reconstruction. The completed 

phonological reconstruction is expected to be more or less symmetrical because 

“…crosslinguistically, phonological systems tend toward symmetry” (Hock and 

Joseph 1996:151).  

4.5.1 Consonant inventory 

Table 96 is the consonant inventory of Proto Chin based on the reconstruction.  
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  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal  Glottal 

 Voiceless stops  * * * /
 Voiceless aspirated stops * * * 
 Voiced stops  * *   

 Voiced nasals * * * 
 Voiceless nasals * * / 
 Voiced trill  *  
 Voiceless trill  *  
 Voiceless alveolar affricate  *   

 Voiceless aspirated affricate  *   

 Voiceless fricatives  *  *
 Voiced fricatives  * *  
 Voiced lateral approximant  *  
 Voiceless lateral approximant  *  

Table 95. Non-symmetrical consonant inventory of Proto Chin 

The reconstructed consonant inventory at this point has some asymmetries. One of 

these apparent is the lack of a reconstructable voiced dorsal stop *, as noted by Ono 

(1965). Secondly, the voiceless labial fricative /is potentially a proto phoneme as 

the data in Table 64 of section 4.2.4 suggests though data are limited. Thirdly, due to 

limited data, the voiceless dorsal nasal's status is also doubtful as shown in Table 61 

in section 4.2.2. Therefore the consonant inventory of the reconstruction should be 

reconsidered. 

Cross-linguistic tendencies require that we seek a symmetrical consonant inventory 

which a reconstruction without *does not satisfy. Proto Chin *is not readily 

reconstructable from the data, but it is possible to trace it considering sound changes 

in Chin languages. In Tedim, // and // appear in free variation: for instance, Tedim 

[][] ‘millet plants sprout’; [][] ‘carry the corpse to the grave, 

bury.’ According to Bhasakararao (1996:45), Tedim [] ‘wither’ or ‘shrivel’ 

corresponds to Mizo [] but in fact, both pronunciations are possible in Tedim.  
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Although the initial reconstruction of a proto phoneme * appeared unambiguous, the 

picture becomes more complicated if we consider cognate forms from Thawr,
22

 a 

Chin language of central Chin State. Thawr has the voiced dorsal fricative // which 

corresponds to the voiced labial fricative // in other Chin languages as shown in 

Table 96.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang Thawr 

001 sky      - 
024 river - -    - 
074 bear       
085 pig       
091 elephant - -  - -  
093 bird       
176 husband - -     
275 crawl   - -  - 

Table 96. Proto Chin voiced velar stop * 

From this data, it can be conjectured that a Proto Chin * merged with a voiceless 

labial fricative * (which is itself in free variation with [). This was most likely a 

two-stage process. The first step was spirantization, the voiced dorsal stop * 

becoming a voiced dorsal fricative // (Rule 40). 

Rule 40. Spirantization (Hakha, Mara, Mizo, Kaang, Khumi, Tedim, Thawr) 

*> /$___ 

The voiced dorsal fricative // then became a voiced labiovelar approximant //, in 

free variation with the voiced labiodental fricative //. 

Rule 41. Labialization (Hakha, Mara, Mizo, Kaang, Khumi and Tedim) 

*> /$___ 

                                                 
22 Thawr is a language spoken only in Lamtuk and Ruavan village, Central Chin State; and composed of 110 

families and 700-1000 estimated population. (Personal communication with Mang Hmun, a Thawr speaker 
from Lamtuk village on April 20, 2001.) 
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Rules 3 and 4 prove the process how dorsal stop // in Tedim is the reflex of the proto 

coronal trill *r and rule 40 and 41 prove the process how voiced labial fricative // in 

all language under study is the reflex of the proto dorsal stop *. Both processes have 

// as an intermediate step. There is no evident that * and * are not in a merger. 

Therefore it requires how to keep the two sound change processes separate. The 

possible hypothesis is to prove that the occurrence of the two sound change rules 

must have been at different time. There are two possibilities as provided in Table 97. 

 Proto Chin  Stage I Stage II  Stage III Present 

Scenario I * > > > > (All) 

*  > > >(Tedim)
Scenario II *  > > >(All)

* > >  >(Tedim)

Table 97. Sound change process for *r and * 

The Scenario I is more likely because Scenario II requires the sound change * >   

and * >  at the same time. It may also be observed that the sound change process  

*r >  > /$___ is more recent than the *> > /$___, based on Luce’s 

(1959) transcription on the Chin Hills linguistic tour in 1954, in which the present 

sound [] is transcribed as [] consistently. 

The second asymmetry is the uncertain status of *f. In section 4.2.4, this phoneme 

with its possible sound correspondence was briefly discussed based on limited 

cognate sets. Addition to the current data, Bhaskararao (1996) provides some 

consistent sound correspondences between Tedim and Mizo (See appendix G). The 

present hypothesis is that the proto phoneme * still preserved in Mara and Khumi, 

has reflexes of // in Hakha and Mizo, // in Tedim and Kaang. The author is not 

confident of this due to the absence of a voiced counterpart *, the existence of the 
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// and // in the set of reflexes of the purative proto phoneme * and the limited data 

presently available. More investigation is required on this point. 

The third asymmetry concerns the voiceless dorsal nasal *. The labial and coronal 

nasals have their respective voiceless counterparts in Proto Chin (cf. Table 60 and 

61). Taking into account the cross-linguistic tendencies of symmetry, it is possible to 

posit the voiceless velar nasal as a proto phoneme. Based on four additional Mizo 

words from Bhasakararao (1996:127) shown in Table 98, the voiceless velar nasal in 

Mizo consistently corresponds with voiced dorsal nasal in Tedim.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo 

1 wild boar  
2 put down  
3 neck   
4 fast  

Table 98. Tedim // and Mizo // of Bhaskararao (1996) 

The data in Table 98 strengthen the hypothsis that the *should be reconstructed for 

languages in northern Chin State; but the status of * as a proto phoneme of Southern 

Chin languages is still tenuous.  

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

101 fish       
253 forget   - - -  
257 wait    - -  

Table 99. Proto Chin voiceless velar nasal *

Therefore the voiceless feature becomes voiced in Tedim. 

Rule 42. Voicing (Tedim) 

   *> /$___ 
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Rules 1, 2, 9 and 42 can be summarized that the initial voiceless nasal series *N  and 

voiceless liquids in the proto language became voiced in Tedim. 

Rule 43. Voicing (Tedim) 

 *CSonorants> C/$___ 

Based on symmetrical reconsiderations, Table 100 shows the distribution of 

phonemes in the Proto Chin consonant inventory. 

  Labial  Coronal  Dorsal  Glottal 

 Voiceless stops  * * * 
 Voiced aspirated stops * * * 
 Voiced stops  * * *  

 Voiced nasals * * * 
 Voiceless nasals * * * 
 Voiced trill  *  
 Voiceless trill  *  
 Voiceless alveolar affricate  *   

 Voiceless aspirated alveolar affricate  *   

 Voiceless fricatives  *  *
 Voiced fricatives   *  
 Voiced lateral approximant  *  
 Voiceless lateral approximant  *  

Table 100. Revised Proto Chin consonant inventory 

It is observed that the proto Kuki-Chin initial consonant reconstruction of Ono (1965) 

and the proto reconstruction of Chin in this thesis are almost identical. Both have the 

voiceless and voiced series of stop, nasal, trill and lateral approximant. There are also 

a series of voiceless aspirated stop. The voiceless and voiced fricatives appear in 

alveolar point of articulation. Glottal stop and fricative appear in both reconstruction 

however, present reconstruction considers the glottal stop as a phonetic segment. The 

voiceless and voiceless aspirated palatals, * and * in Ono is the same with 

voiceless and voiceless aspirated affricates, *and * in current thesis. 
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4.5.2 Vowel inventory 

Table 101 is the vowel inventory based on the phonological reconstruction. Five 

cardinal vowels are symmetrically distributed in the inventory chart from which the 

modern day reflexes are derived. 

 

 Front                        Back 

Close **
Close mid **
Open *

Table 101. Proto Chin vowel inventory 

4.6 Tones 

The consideration of tone is the most complicated part of this analysis. Luce (1985) 

comments that the tones or rather the Tone-Patterns are the binding factor which joins 

Chin languages together from north to south, and from east to west. On the basis of 

17 varieties of Chin languages Luce identifies six common tones with each tone 

number’s (shown superscripted) associated tonal description: 
1
High Level, 

2
High 

Falling, 
3
Mid Rising or Level, 

4
Mid Falling, 

5
Low Level and 

6
Low Falling (but some 

dialects appear to distinguish only two or three tones; Low Level and Low Falling are 

rare). From these he identifies five tone patterns. His provisional conclusion of Chin 

Tone Pattern (1985:83) says: 

(i)  Three tones, the origin of Tone-Patterns I, II, and III, were once the 

norm in Chin languages.  

(ii)  Each of the three tones affected open, nasal and -l/-r finals.  

(iii) Tone-Pattern I did not admit a final stop- with the exception of certain 

-k/-r finals in the northernmost dialects, where the older final was the  

-r, probably uvular, and not the -k.  

(iv) Where Tone Patterns II and III now divide themselves into a and b, 

the division is not very ancient nor widespread in Chin, but depended 
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on the original presence or absence of a final stop, stopped finals 

being confined to IIb and IIIb.  

(v) The distinction between IIb and IIIb depended on whether the old 

medial vowel before the stop was short or long.  

(vi) The presence of a large number of apparently open finals in IIIb (e.g. 

‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘children’, ‘fish’, ‘flesh’, ‘bird’, ‘breast’, ‘horns’) 

points to the loss (as an Archiac Chinese) or [SIC] a number of sonant 

plosives (especially –g) after the long vowel. 

Luce’s conclusions are summarized in Table 102. 

 Smooth syllable Stopped syllable 

 Open Nasal Liquid 

Tone Pattern I yes yes yes no 

Tone Pattern IIa yes yes yes no 

Tone Pattern IIb no no no yes (short medial vowel) 

Tone Pattern IIIa yes yes yes no 

Tone Pattern IIIb no no no yes (long medial vowel) 

Table 102. Co-occurrence of Luce’s Chin Tone Patterns and syllable types 

Luce’s data includes the selected languages used in this thesis except Kaang. There 

are two Khumi varieties, Ahriang and Awa. (The Khumi dialect used in this thesis is 

Paletwa Khumi.) Luce shows 46 examples of words for Tone Pattern I, 23 words for 

Tone Pattern IIa, 19 words for Tone Pattern IIb, 26 words for Tone Pattern IIIa and 

26 words for Tone Pattern IIIb. The present tonal analysis is based on the words that 

are found in Luce’s data within each pattern. The correspondence of the tone numbers 

in this data and Luce’s data is shown in Table 103. The number after the decimal 

point refers to a subtype of Luce’s tonal categories based on the current data. 

Luce No. Luce tone Present No. Present symbol Present tone 
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1 High Level 1  High Level 

2 High falling 2  High Falling 

2.5  Falling 

 

3 

 

Mid Rising/Level 

3  Mid Rising 

3.2  Low rising 

3.5  Level 

3.8  Rising 

4 Mid falling 4  Mid Falling 

5 Low Level 5  Low Level 

6 Low falling - - - 

Table 103. Tone number of Luce data and present data 

Tone-Pattern I occurs with smooth syllables
23

 and does not in general allow stopped 

syllables. Tone I occurs in stopped syllables with final /k/ in Tedim but these are a 

reflex of the *.  

Table 104 shows the 25 words from the current data, which correspond, to Luce’s 

examples. Luce says Tone-Pattern I is high level tone in Tedim and Mizo, low level 

tone in Hakha, low falling tone in Mara, high falling tone in Ahriang Khumi, high 

falling and mid falling tone in Awa Khumi. 

No. Gloss Tedim  Mizo  Hakha  Mara  Khumi  Kaang  

037 forest  3.5  1  2.5  3.5 - - - - 

048 bamboo  3.5  3.5  2.5  3.5  3  2.5 

053 sugarcane  3.5  1  2.5  3.5  3.5  3.5 

059 mango  3.5  1  2.5  3.5 - -  2.5 

074 bear  3.5  1  2.5  5  5  2 

076 monkey  3.5  1  2.5  5 - -  2 

098 egg  3.5  1  1  5  3.8  3.5 

099 chicken  3.5  1  2  3.5  3.8  2.5 

102 snake  3.5  3  2.5  5  1  2.5 

119 head  3.5  1  2.5  3.5  3.8  3.5 

131 tongue  3.5  1  2.5  5  3.5  3.5 

132 saliva  3.5  1  2.5  5 - -  3.5 

                                                 
23 I am using Luce’s terminology here, smooth syllable means non stopped syllables (i.e. open syllables and those 

with nasal and liquid finals) 
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133 tooth  3.5  1  2.5  5  5 - - 

140 navel  3.5  3.8  2.5  3.5  1  2.5 

141 heart  3.5  1  3.5  1  1  3.5 

144 intestines  3.5  1  2.5  5  1  5 

182 name  3.5  1  2.5  3.5  3.8  2 

312 dance  3.5  3.5  2.5  3.5  3.8  2 

318 sell  3.5  1  1  5  3.8  2 

324 three  3.5  3.8  2.5  3.5  3.5  2.5 

325 four  3.5  3.5  2.5  3.5  3.5  5 

326 five  3.5  3.5  2.5  3.5  3.5  3.5 

343 tall  3.5  1  2.5  3.5  3.8 - - 

347 fat  3.5  1  2.5  5  3  2 

364 red  3.5  1  2.5  3.5  3  5 

Table 104. Examples of  Tone-Pattern I 

Based on Luce’s Pattern I as the proto form, the tonal correspondence within the 

languages can be seen in Table 105. 

 Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Luce’s data High Level High Level Low Level Low Falling High Falling/ 

Mid Falling 

High Falling 

- 

Present data Mid High Level   Falling Level 

Low Level 

Rising Level 

Falling 

Table 105. Luce’s tone and the tonal equivalents based 

on the current data in Tone-Pattern I 

Tone-Pattern IIa occurs in smooth syllables, and not in stopped syllables. According 

to Luce, the structure of Tone-Pattern IIa is mid falling in Tedim and Mizo, high 

falling in Hakha, low level in Mara and Ahriang Khumi, and mid falling in Awa 

Khumi.  

The present data has 13 words from Luce’s examples as shown in Table 106. 

No. Gloss Tedim  Mizo  Hakha  Mara  Khumi  Kaang  
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003 moon  2.5  2.5  2.5  3.5  3.5  3.8 

012 night  2.5  2.5  2.5  5 - -  3 

018 year  2.5  2.5  2.5  5 - -  3.8 

095 wing  2.5  2.5  1  3.5 - -  3 

123 forehead  2.5  2.5  2.5 - - - -  3.5 

127 nose  2.5  1  2.5  5  1  3.5 

143 liver  2.5  5  2.5  3.5  3.5  3 

146 elbow  2.5  2.5  2.5  3.5  1  3.8 

152 leg  2.5  4  2.5 - -  3.8  3.8 

168 urine  2.5  2.5  2.5  3.5  5  3.5 

224 see  2.5  5  1  3.5 - -  1 

250 sing  2.5 - -  1  3.5  3.5 - - 

332 hundred  2.5  2.5  3.5  3.5 - - - - 

Table 106. Examples of Tone-Pattern IIa 

The tonal correspondence of Chin languages is provided based on Luce’s Pattern IIa 

as the proto form in Table 107. 

 Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Luce’s data Mid Falling Mid Falling High Falling Low Level Low Level/ 

Mid Falling 

- 

Present data Falling Falling Falling Mid Mid? Mid,  

Rising 

Table 107. Luce’s tone and the tonal equivalents based on 

the current data in Tone-Pattern IIa 

The Tone-Pattern IIb is restricted to stopped syllables with short medial vowel. The 

present data has 15 out of 19 the words, which Luce uses as examples, as shown in 

Table 108. 

No. Gloss Tedim  Mizo  Hakha  Mara  Khumi  Kaang  
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007 rain  5  5  1 -  - - - - 

085 pig  5  5  5  5  3  1 

125 eye  5  5  5 - -  5  1 

145 hand  5  5  1  5 - -  1 

147 armpit  5  5  5 -   1 - - 

159 bone  5  5  5  3.5  5  5 

226 weep  5  5  5 - -  3.5  1 

261A sleep  5 - -  3.5 - -  1  1 

266 itch  5  5  5  3.5  3.8  1 

322 one person  5  5  5  3.5 - - - - 

323 two  5  5  5  5  3  5 

327 six  5  5  5  3.5  1  5 

328B seven  5  5  1  3.5  1  5 

345 thick  5  5  1  5  3  1 

410 rice seedling - 5 - 3.5  2.5  3.5  3.5  1 

Table 108. Examples of Tone-Pattern IIb 

The structure of Pattern IIb for Luce is mid falling in Tedim and Mizo, high falling in 

Hakha, low level in Mara and low level in Ahriang Khumi and mid rising in Awa 

Khumi. The tone correspondence of Chin languages based on Tone-Pattern IIb can be 

viewed in Table 109. 

 Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Luce’s data Mid Falling Mid Falling High Falling Low Level Low Level/ 

Mid Rising 

- 

Present data Low Level Low Level High Level 

Low Level 

Mid 

Low Level 

High Level 

Mid Rising 

High Level 

Low Level 

Table 109. Luce’s tone and the tonal equivalents based on 

the current data in Tone-Pattern IIb 

Tone-Pattern IIIa occurs at smooth syllables. The voiceless velar stop appears as 

final, as the reflect of *. The present data has 17 out of the 26 words which Luce 

uses as examples, as Table 110 shows. 
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No. Gloss Tedim  Mizo  Hakha  Mara  Khumi  Kaang  

023 water  3.8  3.8  3.8  2  3  2.5 

026 earth/soil  3.8  3  2.5  2.5 - -  3.5 

029 stone  3.8  3.8  2.5  1  1  5 

038A tree  3.8  3.8  3.5  1  1  2.5 

081 dog  3.8  3.8  2.5  2  3  2.5 

090 tail  3.8  3.8  2  3.5  1  4 

096 feather  3.8  3.8  3.5  2  3.8  5 

120 face  3.8  3.8  2.5  2  1  4 

122 hair  3.8  3.8  2.5  3.5  3  5 

150B fingernail  3.8  3.8  2.5  1  3.5  5 

164 blood  3.8  1  2.5  2  3.8  4 

184 road/path  3.8 - -  2.5  1  3.5  2.5 

186 house  3.8  3.8  2.5  1  3.8  2.5 

212 fire  3.8  3.8  2.5  1  3  2.5 

317 buy  3.8  3.8 - -  1 - -  3.5 

330 nine  3.8  3.8  2.5  2  1  2.5 

375 sour  3.8  3.8  2.5  1  3.8  3.8 

Table 110. Examples of Tone-Pattern IIIa 

The Tone-Pattern IIIa for Luce is mid rising in Tedim and Mizo, low level in Hakha, 

high level in Mara and Ahriang Khumi, and high falling in Awa Khumi. The tone 

correspondence of Chin languages in Pattern IIIa is shown in Table 111. 

 Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Luce’s data Mid Rising Mid Rising Low Level High Level High Level/ 

High Level, 

High Falling 

- 

Present data Rising Rising Falling High Level 

High Falling 

 

Mid Rising 

Rising 

High Level 

Falling 

Low Level 

Table 111. Luce’s tone and the tonal equivalents based on 

the current data in Tone-Pattern IIIa 

Tone-Pattern IIIb occurs with stopped syllables, restricted to a long medial vowel 

before the stop. Luce (1985:83) suggests that many of the open syllables in the Tone-
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Pattern IIIb category are the result of the loss of final stops, especially –. The present 

data has 16 out of the 26 words which Luce uses as examples, as shown in Table 112. 

No. Gloss Tedim  Mizo  Hakha  Mara  Khumi  Kaang  

089 horn   3.8  2.5  3.5  2  1  2.5 

093 bird  1  2.5  3.5  1  3.5  3.8 

101 fish  3.8  2.5  3.5  1  1  3.8 

121 brain  3.8  2.5  2.5  1 - -  3.8 

135 chin  3.8  3.5  3.5  3.5 - -  3.5 

142 lungs  3.8  2.5  3.5  2  1  3.5 

154 knee  3.8  2.5  5  1  1  1 

161A flesh  1  2.5  5  3.5 -  - - 

167 excrement  3.8  2.5  3.5  1  5  3 

172 father  3.8  2.5  2.5  1  3.5  3.5 

173 mother  3.8  2.5  2.5  1  3.5  1 

222 hear  3.8 - -  1  5  3.8  1 

288 give  3.8  2.5  3.5  1  3  3.5 

329 eight  3.8  2.5  2.5  2 - -  3.8 

376 bitter  3.8  2.5  3.5  2  1  1 

399 bad  3.8  2.5  2.5  3.5  1  1 

Table 112. Examples of Tone-Pattern IIIb

According to Luce’s analysis, the structure of Pattern IIIb is mid rising in Tedim, high 

falling in Mizo, high level in Hakha, Mara and Ahriang Khumi, and high falling in 

Awa Khumi. The tone correspondence of Chin languages within Tone Pattern IIIb is 

shown in Table 113. 

 Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Luce’s data Mid Rising High Falling High Level High Level High Level/ 

High Falling 

- 

Present data Rising Falling Mid 

Falling 

High Level 

High Falling 

Mid 

High Level 

Mid 

High Level 

Mid 

Rising 

Table 113. Luce’s tone and the tonal equivalents based on the 

current data in Tone-Pattern IIIb 
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A summary of the tone correspondence for all Tone Patterns in Chin languages based 

on Luce’s Tone Patterns can be seen in Table 114.  

Tone Pattern Data Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Tone  

Pattern I 

Luce’s data HL HL LL LF HF/MF,HF - 

Present data M HL   F L/LL R M/F 

Tone  

Pattern IIa 

Luce’s data MF MF HF LL LL/MF - 

Present data F F F M M? M/R 

Tone  

Pattern IIb 

Luce’s data MF MF HF LL LL/MR - 

Present data LL LL HL/LL M/LL HL/MR HL/LL 

Tone  

Pattern IIIa 

Luce’s data MR MR LL HL HL/HL,HF - 

Present data R R F HL/HF MR/R./HL F/LL 

Tone  

Pattern IIIb 

Luce’s data MR HF HL HL HL/HF - 

Present data R F M/F HL/MF/M HL/M HL/M/R 

Table 114. Chin tonal relationship 

This analysis shows that there are comparatively clearer tonal correspondences 

between Tedim, Mizo and Hakha. However, tone in Mara, Khumi and Kaang are split 

within the Patterns, tremendously complicated and without predictable environments. 

Thus, while a reconstruction of proto Northern Chin may be proposed from this data, 

a reconstruction of Proto Chin tone is incomplete
24

 and cannot at present be proposed. 

Therefore this thesis will be limited to a segmental reconstruction for Proto Chin.  

 

4.7 Summary 

This section summarizes the phonological reconstruction of the Proto Chin syllable in 

terms of onsets, vowel nuclei and codas. The onset correspondences are shown in 

Table 115. 

                                                 
24 Work in progress by Fraser Bennett and Noel Mann on the analysis of Chin tones initially confirms Luce’s 

Tonal Patterns. 
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Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*    - - 
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*      

Table 115. Chin onset correspondences 

All languages discussed in this thesis uniformly have the voiced labial fricative // 

reflex for the voiced dorsal stop *. The identification of this reflex solves some of 

the questions raised by Ono (1965). The proto * has the reflex // in initial position 

and // in final position in Tedim and is consistent with the work of Ono (1965), 

Solnit (1979) and Bhaskararao (1996). Tedim does not have voiceless counterparts 

for nasals and liquids. Kaang and Khumi do not share the voiced coronal fricative but 

have the voiced palatal approximant. Considering the onset correspondences, Tedim 
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is the most innovative with nine reflexes, followed by Khumi (six), Kaang (four), 

Mara (two) and Hakha and Mizo with one reflex each. 

The vowel correspondences are shown in Table 116.  

Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

*      
*      
*      
*      
*      
*     e e
*     ai 
*    e  
*      
*    o  
*   i i  
*    i  

Table 116. Chin vowel correspondences 

Evidence for reconstructing the simple vowel nuclei shows that Khumi has three 

reflexes, Mara four, Kaang two, and Hakha one. There are significant gaps in 

diphthongs. Considering vowel correspondences, the Southern languages are more 

innovative than the Northern languages. Chin coda correspondences are displayed in 

Table 117.  

Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

*    -  
*    -  
*    -  
*    - - -
*    - - 
*    - - 
*    -  
*    - - -

Table 117. Chin coda correspondences 
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Tedim, Mizo and Hakha retain the Proto Chin coda except for * in Tedim. Mara 

appears to be the most innovative language and behaves differently from the other 

Chin languages by dropping all codas. Kaang retains Proto Chin nasal codas, but is 

innovative in the loss of stopped and liquid codas. In Khumi, labial nasal codas have  

become coronal nasals. The coda * and * are lost in Khumi. Mara, Khumi and 

Kaang have lost the liquid codas. Therefore the coda correspondences show that Mara 

is extremely innovative, followed by Khumi and Kaang. Northern languages are 

relatively conservative when compared to the Southern languages. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PROTO CHIN 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter is a description of Proto Chin based on the reconstruction in Chapter 4. 

The discussion is divided into a general description of the language and a proposal for 

the language family. The general description of the language is structured according 

to syllable structure, consonants, vowels and segment distribution. Tone is not 

reconstructed. An initial stammbaum of the Chin language family based on shared 

phonological development is then proposed. 

5.1 General description of Proto Chin 

This section considers the general description of Proto Chin as to its syllable 

structure, consonant inventory, vowels, segment distribution and tones. This 

reconstruction is assumed to be the picture of Chin languages based on Tedim, Mizo, 

Hakha, Mara, Khumi and Kaang.  

5.1.1 Syllable structure 

The syllable canon of Proto Chin can be generalized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)(C3)T. The 

parentheses show optional elements. The optional initial consonant (C1) can be 

clustered with the medial (C2). The nucleus is composed of either a monophthong V1 

or the diphthong V1(V2). The final consonant (C3) is also optional. T represents tone. 

The potential syllable types are V, VV, VC, CV, CCV, CVC, CVV, CVVC, CCVC, 

and CCVVC. Examples of different syllable sharps are provided in Table 118. 
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Ref. No. English gloss Proto Chin  Syllable type 

437 elder bro. of m * V: 

081 dog * VV 

099 chicken * V:C 

002 sun * CV 

212 fire * CVV 

266 itch * CVC 

003 moon * CCV: 

287 flow * CVVC 

121 brain * CCVVC 

035 mountain * CCVC 

Table 118. Examples of syllable types in Proto Chin 

5.1.2 Consonant inventory 

Table 119 provides the consonant inventory for Proto Chin (repeated form Table 

100). The consonant inventory is symmetrical. Proto Chin has a voiceless stop series, 

a voiced stop series and a aspirated voiceless stop series. Nasal and liquid series have  

voiceless counterparts but the voiced and voiceless features for fricatives are present 

only for coronals. There is a voiceless glottal fricative. 

  Labial  Coronal Dorsal  Glottal 

 Voiceless stops  * * * [*
 Voiceless Aspirated stops * * * 
 Voiced stops  * * *  

 Voiced Nasals * * * 
 Voiceless nasals * * * 
 Voiced Trill  *  
 Voiceless trill  *  
 Voiceless alveolar affricate  *   

 Voiceless aspirated alveolar affricate  *   

 Voiceless Fricatives  *  *
 Voiced fricatives   *  
 Voiced Lateral approximant  *  
 Voiceless lateral approximant  *  

Table 119. Proto Chin consonant inventory 
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5.1.3 Vowels 

Proto Chin vowel inventory is shown in Table 120.  

 Front Back 

Close * *
Close mid * *
Open * 

Table 120. Proto Chin vowel inventory 

There are five cardinal vowels composed of the close unrounded front vowel *, the 

close rounded back vowel *, the close mid unrounded front vowel *, the close mid 

rounded back vowel * and the open vowel *. They constitute a symmetrical vowel 

inventory. 

5.1.4 Segment distribution 

The distribution of Proto Chin segments can be summarized as follows. All 

consonants can appear in the initial consonant (C1) position. However, the second 

consonant (C2) is limited to //. Whenever a consonant cluster occurs, the first 

consonant is restricted to the voiceless aspirated or unaspirated velar stop. All vowels 

can appear in V1 monophthong position, but V2 in diphthongs is restricted to either 

the open vowel //, the close unrounded front vowel // or the close rounded back 

vowel //. The  set of reconstructed diphthongs is shown in Table 121. 

 Front Back 

Close * **
Close mid        ** **
Open ** 

Table 121. Proto Chin vowel distribution of diphthongs 
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The final consonant (C3) in closed syllables is restricted to voiceless stops, nasals, and 

liquids as shown in Table 122. 

   Labial  Coronal  Dorsal   Glottal 

 Voiceless stops  * * * [
 Nasals * * * 
 Trill  *  
 Lateral approximant  *  

Table 122. Proto Chin final consonants 

5.2 The Chin language family 

The subgrouping of Chin languages in previous literature was described in Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 3, a preliminary subgrouping of Chin languages was also proposed from a 

lexicostatistic analysis of 100 core words.  

This section considers the relationship of Chin languages based on the phonological 

reconstruction in Chapter 4. The phonological relationships among Chin languages 

are used as a basis for proposing a subgrouping of these languages. 

5.2.1 Shared phonological rules 

A Chin Stammbaum can be reconstructed based on shared phonological rules. There 

are 43 phonological rules identified in this phonological reconstruction. Table 123 

presents a summary of the phonological rules that have applied in the development of 

each language. 

The first column from the left is number of phonological sound change rules as it 

appear in the text and followed by names of rules. Third column to the end from the 

left is names of languages effected by the respective sound change rules. The symbol 

(*) shows the generalized rules. 
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Rule No Name of Rules Languages applied to respective the rules 

Rule 1 Voicing Tedim      

Rule 2 Voicing Tedim      

Rule 3 Velarization Tedim      

Rule 4 Strengthening Tedim      

Rule 5 Lenition Tedim    Khumi  

Rule 6 Palatalization     Khumi Kaang 

Rule 7 Deaffrication Tedim    Khumi Kaang 

Rule 8 Spirantization Tedim    Khumi Kaang 

Rule 9 Voicing Tedim      

Rule 10 Deletion Tedim      

Rule 11 Sporadic  Mizo Hakha Mara   

Rule 12 Assimilation  Mizo Hakha Mara   

Rule 13 Merging  Mizo Hakha    

Rule 14 Fronting or Centralization      Kaang 

Rule 15 Fronting or Centralization      Kaang 

Rule 16 Raising and Centralization      Kaang 

Rule 17 *Centralization      Kaang 

Rule 18 Raising    Mara   

Rule 19 Diphthongization    Mara   

Rule 20 Lowering     Khumi  

Rule 21 Coalescence    Mara   

Rule 22 Fusion   Hakha Mara   

Rule 23 Fusion    Mara   

Rule 24 Coalescence     Khumi Kaang 

Rule 25 Monophthongization    Mara   

Rule 26 Coalescence    Mara   

Rule 27 Monophthongization      Khumi Kaang 

Rule 28 Alveolarization     Khumi  

Rule 29 Deletion    Mara   

Rule 30 Deletion    Mara   

Rule 31 Deletion    Mara   

Rule 32 *Deletion    Mara   

Rule 33 Devoicing Tedim      

Rule 34 Deletion    Mara Khumi Kaang 

Rule 35 Deletion    Mara Khumi  

Rule 36 Deletion    Mara Khumi  

Rule 37 Deletion    Mara   

Rule 38 *Deletion    Mara   

Rule 39 Deletion    Mara Khumi Kaang 

Rule 40 Spirantization Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Rule 41 Labialization Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

Rule 42 Voicing Tedim      

Rule 43 *Voicing Tedim      

Table 123. Summary of the phonological rules 
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To convert the information in Table 123 into a similarity matrix and tree diagram, we 

may calculate the Jaccard coefficient of similarity for each pair of languages 

according to the following formula (Grimes 1995). 

 

Jaccard [i,j]  = 

     a  

, 
b + c 

where a is the number of phonological rules shared by language i and j, b is the 

number of rules that apply to languges i but not to language j, and c is the number of 

rules that apply to language j but not to language i. (Rules which apply to neither 

language are assumed not to be relevant). 

Tables 124, 125, 126 presents the a, b and c values, respectively for each pair of 

languages.  

Tedim      

2 Mizo     

2 5 Hakha    

2 4 5 Mara   

5 2 2 5 Khumi  

4 2 2 2 9 Kaang 

Table 124. Count of shared phonological rules. 

Tedim      

11 Mizo     

11 0 Hakha    

11 1 1 Mara   

8 3 4 1 Khumi  

9 3 4 4 9 Kaang 

Table 125. Count of phonological rules shared by 

language i but not by language j 
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Tedim      

3 Mizo     

4 1 Hakha    

18 16 15 Mara   

8 11 11 15 Khumi  

8 10 10 11 3 Kaang 

Table 126. Count of phonological rules shared by 

language j but not by language i 

Table 127 gives the Jaccard coefficient of similarity value. 

Tedim      

0.13 Mizo     

0.12 0.13 Hakha    

0.06 0.19 0.24 Mara   

0.24 0.13 0.12 0.22 Khumi  

0.19 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.56 Kaang 

Table 127. Jaccard coefficient of similarity value 

The Jaccard coefficients is turned into tree as shown in Figure 15 by running the 

Unweighted Paired Group Method with Arithmetic Average (UPGMA, or average 

link method)
25

 as shown Table 128.  

-- Analysis: Average Link -- Correlation (r) = 0.986 

83.0 Mizo, Hakha 

56.0 Khumi, Kaang 

21.5 Mizo, Hakha, Mara 

21.5 Tedim, Khumi, Kaang 

13.1 Tedim, Khumi, Kaang, Mizo, Hakha, Mara 

Table 128. UPGMA grouping of representative Chin languages by Jaccard coefficient 

values for shared phonological rules. 

 

                                                 
25 This program was run by Dr. J. F. Bennett. 
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Code Language  Code Language 

A Tedim  D Mara 

B Mizo  E Khumi 

C Hakha  F Kaang 

Figure 15. Chin language tree based on shared phonological changes  

The sound change rules depict the phonological relationship of the Chin languages 

and trace their decent from the parent language as shown in Figure 16. 

Chin 

 

 

                      

 

 

 

                 

     Tedim Khumi Kaang Mizo  Hakha Mara 

  Figure 16. Subgrouping based on shared phonological rules 

This subgrouping based on shared phonological rules is different from both 

traditional classifications and the preliminary subgrouping based on lexicostatistic 

analysis. Tedim is grouped together with Khumi and Kaang that is, traditional 

Northern Chin is phonologically closer to traditional Southern languages than the 

Central languages.  
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5.2.2 Phonological vs. lexicostatistic groupings 

The lexicostatistic subgrouping in Figure 17 (repeated from Figure 13) shows that 

there are two main Chin language groups: a Northern group (traditionally Central and 

Northern) and a Southern groups. The Northern languages are closely related each 

other but the Southern groups are far from the Northern groups and from each other. 

CHIN 
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     A     B  C   D     E      F     G     H     I     J    K   L    M     Q     N     P    O     U     R   S       T       

Code Language name Code Language name Code Language name 

A Thado H Falam O Kaang 

B Zo I Taisun P Dai 

C Siyin J Hakha Q Asho 

D Tedim K Thantlang R Lautu-Hnaring, 

E Bualkhua L Khualsim S Lakher 

F Zaniat M Senthang T Mara 

G Mizo N Matu U Khumi 

Figure 17. Preliminary subgrouping of Chin languages 

The northern languages can be subdivided in to two subgroups: I (Thado, Zo, Siyin 

and Tedim) and II (Bualkhua, Zaniat, Mizo, Falam, Taisun, Hakha, Thangtlang, 

Senthang and Khualsim). In the comparative analysis Tedim represents subgroup I 

and Hakha and Mizo represent subgroup II. 

There can be at least three subgroups among Southern languages such as Lautu-

Hnaring, Lakher and Mara (represented by Mara); Asho, Matu, Dai and Kaang 

(represented by Kaang); and Khumi.    
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The subgrouping based on shared phonological rules also shows two main Chin 

language groups. In this grouping, however, Tedim, traditionally a Northern language 

is grouped together with the traditional Southern languages Khumi and Kaang; that is, 

Tedim is closer to the traditional Southern languages in terms of its phonological 

developments than it is to the Central languages. The traditional Central languages 

are clustered together with Mara. as shown in Figure 18 (repeated from Figure 16).  

Chin 

 

 

                               Tedim   Khumi   Kaang     Mizo  Hakha Mara  

Figure 18. Subgrouping based on shared phonological rules 

It should be noted that the relationship between Tedim and the southern languages of 

Khumi and Kaang is extremely weak compared to the relationship between Hakha 

and Mizo, or even between Khumi and Kaang. It should also be noted that Hakha and 

Mizo, traditionally Central Chin languages, are grouped together with Mara, which is 

listed under “Other Chin Groups” by Bradley (1997). Interestingly, Mara is the most 

innovative and Hakha and Mizo are the most conservative languages phonologically.  

In sum, the lexicostatistic subgrouping and the phonological subgrouping are not 

entirely congruent. However, they agree in having two Chin language groups which 

challenges the traditional classification. Hakha and Mizo are in one group in both 

subgrouping. Khumi and Kaang also remain one group in both subgroupings.  

However, there are differences in the components of the groups. Tedim is together 

with Hakha and Mizo in the lexicostatistic subgrouping, whereas it groups together 

with Khumi and Kaang in the phonological subgrouping. In the same manner, Mara is 
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together with Khumi and Kaang in the lexicostatistic subgrouping, but it groups 

together with Mizo and Hakha in the phonological subgrouping.  

Therefore it is worth noting that the phonological grouping and lexicostatistic 

grouping differ at points, although not across the whole family. 

5.3 Summary 

The Proto Chin consonant inventory is symmetrical. It has voiceless stop, voiced stop 

and voiceless aspirated  stop series. Liquids and nasals have their voiceless 

counterparts. Voicing contrast for fricatives appear only at the alveolar point of 

articulation. The vowel inventory is also symmetric with a typical five-vowel system. 

The syllable can be generalized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)(C3)T. 

The subgrouping based on this phonological reconstruction challenges the traditional 

subgrouping. There are only two main groups in the Chin language family with the 

traditional Northern Chin and Southern Chin groups placed together in one group. 

This is similar to Peterson’s (2000) proposed division of Chin languages with 

“Central” and “Peripheral” groups. In addition, the traditional Central Chin group is 

merged with Mara, which Bradley classifies among “Other Chin Groups”. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter provides a summary of the conclusions in this thesis. Each chapter is 

briefly summarized.  

Chapter 1 introduced the Chin people, the languages and methods of investigation in 

this thesis. The Chin people are originally from the Yellow river or Manchu river 

valley of Southwest China and currently live in adjacent to the border of Myanmar, 

India and Bangladesh. The date of their arrival to the present region is estimated not 

earlier than the 13
th

 century AD. There are possibly as many as 54 Chin languages 

spoken in Chin State. Most linguists consider Chin languages to be in three groups: 

Northern, Central and Southern Chin.  

Chapter 2 involves about the selection of representative languages. Lexicostatistic 

methods are applied to twenty-one different Chin languages. Based on the 

lexicostatistic analysis, a preliminary subgrouping is proposed as shown in Table 129.  

Preliminary Subgrouping of Chin languages 

A B 

I II III IV V 

A. Thado  E. Bualkhua N. Matu R. Lautu U. Khumi 

B. Zo F. Zaniat O. Kaang S. Lakher  

C. Siyin G. Mizo P. Dai T. Mara  

D. Tedim H. Falam Q. Asho   

                                                                       I. Taisun    

 J. Hakha    

 K.Thantlang    

  L. Khualsim    

  M. Senthang    

Table 129. Selected Chin languages 

There are five subgroups of Chin languages. Representative languages are selected 

from each subgroup. Mizo and Hakha are selected from subgroup II. Thus, there are 
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six selected languages: Tedim, Mizo, Hakha, Mara, Khumi, and Kaang. Tedim 

represents group I, Mizo and Hakha represent group II, Kaang represents group III, 

Mara represents group IV and Khumi represents group V. 

Chapter 3 presents an overview of the six selected languages based on syllable canon, 

consonant inventory, vowel inventory, segment distribution and tones. Regarding 

initial consonants, all languages share the voiceless aspirated and unaspirated stop 

series. Khumi and Tedim have the voiced dosal stops whereas the other Chin 

languages do not. Tedim does not have the voiceless nasal series and coronal trill 

while the other Chin languages have voiceless and voiced sets. Mizo, Hakha and 

Mara have two affricates. Only Mizo, Hakha and Khumi have voiceless labial 

fricatives.  Tedim does not have the voiceless lateral approximant while the other 

languages have voiced and voiceless lateral approximants. All languages share the 

voiced labial fricative and voiceless coronal fricative. Kaang and Khumi do not have 

the voiced coronal fricative but have the voiced palatal approximant which the other 

do not have. All languages have the glottal stop, at least phonetically, and glottal 

fricative []. 

For final consonants, Mara is different from the other languages as it does not have 

closed syllables. The remaining languages have stop and nasal series in finals. Khumi 

does not have the voiceless labial stop syllable final. Khumi and Kaang do not have 

liquid finals. 

Five cardinal vowels are common in all languages. In addition, Kaang vowels tend to 

be central while Hakha, Mizo and Tedim mostly have diphthongs. Mizo and Hakha.  

Chapter 4 provided the phonological reconstruction. This chapter solves the 

longstanding problem of the proto *in Chin reconstruction. Arguments from 

symmetry are used to reconstruct more marginal elements in the data. It is noted that 

while there are some relationships between tonal correspondence in Tedim, Mizo and 
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Hakha, however there are no consistent correspondences in Mara, Kaang and Khumi. 

Thus, tone is not included in this reconstruction. 

Chapter 5 described the Proto Chin and proposed the subgrouping. The Proto Chin 

consonant inventory is symmetrical. It has voiceless stop, voiced stop and voiceless 

aspirated stop series. Liquids and nasals have their voiceless counterparts. A voicing 

contrast for fricatives appears only at the coronal point of articulation. The vowel 

inventory is also symmetric with a typical five-vowel system. The syllable can be 

generalized as (C1)(C2)V1(V2)(C3)T. 

The subgrouping based on this phonological reconstruction as shown in Figure 19 

(repeated from Figure 16) challenges the traditional subgrouping.    

Chin 

 

 

                      

 

 

 

                 

     Tedim Khumi Kaang Mizo  Hakha Mara 

Figure 19. Subgrouping based on shared phonological rules 

(repeated from Figure 16) 

This subgrouping is different from traditional classifications and the preliminary 

subgrouping based on lexicostatistic analysis. Tedim is grouped together with Khumi 

and Kaang which shows that the traditional Northern Chin group is phonologically 

closer to the traditional Southern languages than are the Central languages. Again, 

Hakha and Mizo (traditional Central languages) are grouped together with Mara 

which is listed as “Other Chin Groups” by Bradley (1997). Mara is the most 

innovative and Hakha and Mizo are the most conservative languages phonologically.  
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There are only two main groups in Chin language family with the traditional Northern 

Chin and Southern Chin groups placed together in one group. This is similar to 

Peterson’s (2000) proposed division of Chin languages with “Central” and 

“Peripheral” groups. In addition, the traditional Central Chin group is merged with 

Mara, which Bradley classifies among “Other Chin Groups”. 

The unfinished tonal analysis shows a clearer predictable tonal correspondence 

among the northern Chin languages (Mizo, Hakha and Tedim), but the tonal 

correspondences among the Southern Chin languages are more unpredictable. 

Therefore, if the tonal reconstruction is considered as criterion for subgrouping the 

Chin languages examined here, the two main divisions will likely remain the same, 

but the affiliation of Tedim will likely shift to the northern Chin group. Tedim has a 

very weak relationship with the southern languages based on shared phonological 

innovation, and the inclusion of tonal development is likely to shift the balance 

toward the northern languages. The northern and southern division is also consistent 

with Lehman’s (1963) division of northern and southern Chin groups based on socio-

cultural phenomena. 

The thesis provides a thorough reconstruction of Chin languages based on 

phonological segmental aspects. The reconstruction could contribute a solution for 

recovering the longstanding unsolved problem of *g. It also identifies some key 

problems involved in tone.  



 

 

APPENDIX A 

RECONSTRUCTED SYLLABLES 

 

Based on phonological changes discussed in Chapter 4, the reconstructed roots are 

provided syllable by syllable. Proto Chin is primarily monosyllabic, but there are 

some words that are disyllabic. For instance the word for ‘sea’ is [which is 

the combination of [‘water’ and [‘big, large or mother’. The letter ‘A’ 

attached to a reference number indicates the initial syllable, and the letter ‘B’ the  

second syllable of a reconstructed compound word. In cases where there is some 

uncertainty as to the reconstruction either based on the cognates or variation in the 

cognates, the reconstructed form is shown in {braces}. Wherever the reconstruction is 

impossible due to loan or ambiguity in the correspondences, there is no entry. In cases 

where the vowel quality is uncertain, the vowel is indicated by /V/. Likewise, where a 

consonant cannot be differentiated, it is represented by /C/. When a nasal consonant 

phoneme is not clear, it is shown by /N/. The left hand column shows the reference 

number and gloss for the word followed by the reconstructed form while the other 
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columns show data from representative languages. Tone is omitted in the 

reconstructed syllables.  

 
No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

001     sky *      - 

002     sun *       
003     moon *       
004A star *       
004B    star *       
005    cloud *  -     
007    rain *    - - - 

010    thunder * -    -  
011    shadow *   -  -  
012    night *     -  
013    day *   - -   
014    morning *    - - - 

015    noon *     - - 

016A    yesterday *  -     
016B    yesterday *     - - 

018    year *     -  
019A    east *      - 

019B    east *    - - 
020A    west * -    -  
020B    west *    - - 
021A    north *  -  -   
021B  north *    - - 
022A  south *  -   -  
022B  south *    - - 
023  water *       
025A  sea *    - -  
025B  sea *  - -  -  
026  earth soil *     -  
028  dust *    - -  
029  stone *       
030  sand *{}  -  sa  - 

033  silver *  -   -  
034  iron *       
035 mountain * -    - - 

036 cave *  -   -  
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037 forest *     - - 

038A tree *       
038B tree *      - 

039A branch *       
039B branch *{C} - -    - 

040A tree bark *       
040B tree bark *  -   -  
041 thorn *       
No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

043A leaf *    -   
043B leaf *     -  
044A flower * -     - 

044B flower *    - - - 

045 fruit * -      
048    bamboo *       
049A bamboo shoot *     -  
049B  bamboo shoot *       
050 mushroom *       
051 rattan * -      
052 kapok *   -  -  
053 sugarcane *       
056 liquor *    - -  
057A banana *     -  
057B banana *     - - 

059 mango *     -  
062A eggplant *    - -  
062B eggplant *    - -  
064 ginger *       
066A corn *    - -  
066B corn *   -  - - 

067A red pepper *{} -   -  - 

067B red pepper *{C}   - - - - 

068  paddy rice * - -     
069  cooked rice *  -  -   
070  pounded rice *       
071  salt *    - -  
072A  animal *     - - 

072B animal *     -  
073A tiger * sa  -   
073B tiger * -  -   - 
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074 bear *       
075A  deer * sa   -  -
075B deer *  - -   - 

076 monkey *     -  
077 gibbon *{} -      
078A rabbit * -    - -
078B rabbit *{} -    -  
079A porcupine * sa     
079B porcupine *     -  
080  rat *       
081  dog *       
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No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

082  bark *  - - -   
084A cat *     - - 

084B cat *{CV}   -  - - 

085  pig *       
087  milk *      - 

089  horn of buffalo *       
090  tail *       
091  elephant *       
092  elephant tusk *{} -     - 

093  bird *       
094  bird's nest *       
095  wing *     -  
096  feather *       
097  fly *  -   -  
098  egg *       
099  chicken *       
101  fish *       
102  snake *       
104A turtle *     -  
104B turtle *  -     
106    frog *       
107    insect *  -    - 

108    spider *   - -   
109A spider web *   - -   
109B spider web * - -    - 

110  louse head *       
111  termite *  - -  - 
113  snail * -     - 

114  mosquito *   - -  - 

115  bee *       
116  fly *     - - 

117A  butterfly * -      
117B butterfly * -      
119  head *       
120  face *       
121  brain *     -  
122  hair *       
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123  forehead *    - -  
124A  eyebrow *    - -  
124B eyebrow *   - -  - 

125  eye *    -   
127  nose *       
No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

128  cheek *       
129  ear * - -     
130  mouth *    - - - 

131  tongue *       
132  saliva *     -  
133  tooth *      - 

134A tooth *    - - - 

134B gums *     -  
135  chin *     -  
136  beard *       
137  shave *    - - - 

138  back *VN   - -   
140  navel *       
141  heart *       
142  lungs *       
143  liver *       
144  intestines *       
145  hand *     -  
146  elbow *       
147  armpit *    -  - 

148A palm *   -  -  
148B  palm *       
149A finger *     -  
149B finger *{} -    - - 

150A fingernail *   -  -  
150B fingernail *       
152  leg *    -   
153  thigh *  -  -   
154  knee *       
155  calf *    - - - 

156  shin *    - - - 

157A  foot *   - -   
157B foot *{}  - -    
159  bone *       
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160A  rib *    -   
160B rib *    -   
161A flesh *     - - 

161B flesh *    - - - 

162  fat *       
163  skin *   -  -  
164  blood *       
165  sweat * -    -  
166  pus *       
167  excrement *       
No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

168  urine *       
169A man *     -  
169B man * -   -  - 

170A woman *  -     
170B woman * -   -  -
171  person *    -  - 

172  father *       
173  mother *       
175A son in law *   - -  - 

175B son in law * - -     
176  husband * - -     
177A wife * -    - - 

177B wife * -    - - 

178A widow * - -   - 
178B widow *    - -  
180 yr. bro. of f. *   - -   
182 name *       
183 village *     -  
184  road path *  -     
185 boat * -     - 

186 house *       
187 door *    -   
188 window *       
189 roof *    - -  
191  wall of house * -      
192 mat *       
193 pillow *   - -  - 

194 blanket *     - - 

196  weave cloth * -    -  
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197  dye cloth * -  -    
200 sew *       
201 needle *  -   -  
202 comb *  -     
205A pot cooking *   -  - - 

205B pot cooking * - -  -   
207 mortar *       
208 pestle *  -  - -  
211 firewood *       
212 fire *       
213 ashes *    - -  
214A smoke fire *       
214 B smoke fire *       
216 drum *     - - 

218  bow (cross bow) * - - -    
219 arrow *     - - 

No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

220 spear *     -  
221 knife *   -  -  
222 hear * - -    - 

223  smell something *  -     
224 see *     -  
226 weep *    -   
227 eat * -   - -  
228 swallow * -    - - 

231A thirsty * -   -   
231B thirsty * -   -  - 

232 drink *{}     - - 

233 drunk *       
234 vomit *       
235A spit *       
235B spit *     - - 

236 cough *       
237A sneeze *    - -  
237B sneeze *    - -  
238 yawn *       
242 lick *       
244 laugh *       
247 shout *     - -
250A sing *  -    - 
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250B sing *  -    - 

251A think *   - - -  
251B think *{} -  - - -  
253 forget *   - - -  
256 hate *     - - 

257 wait *       
261A sleep *  -  -   
261B sleep *   -  - - 

262 snore *   -  -  
263 dream *       
264 hurt *   - -   
266 itch *       
267 scratch *  -   -  
268 shiver * -    -  
269 die *     -  
270 ghost *  -   - - 

271 sit *     - - 

272 stand *       
273A kneel *  -     
273B kneel *{}  - - -   
274A walk *  -     
No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

274B walk *{CVC}  -  -   
275 crawl *   - -  - 

277 enter *    - -  
279 push * -   -  - 

281 kick *       
283 fall *       
284A swim *       
284B swim * - - -    
287 flow *       
288 give *       
289 tie *{} -     - 

291  rub scrub *    - -  
292 wash *   -   - 

293 launder *      - 

294A bathe * - - -    
294B bathe *  - -  -  
297A cut hair *   -   - 

297B cut hair *    - - - 
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299 grind *     -  
300 plant * -    - - 

301 dig *     -  
302  bury corpse *       
304  dry something *    - -  
305  pound rice *  -  - -  
307  boil something *  -   - -  
312 dance *       
313 shoot *       
315 kill *     - - 

317 buy *   -  -  
318 sell *        
319 exchange *     -  
320 pay *      - 

321 steal *   -  -  
322  one person *     - - 

323 two *        
324 three *       
325 four *       
326 five *       
327 six *       
328A seven *       
328B seven *       
329 eight *     -  
330 nine *       
331 ten *       
332 hundred *     - - 

No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

334 many *    - -  
337 few *    - - - 

339 big *   -   - 

341 long *  -  -   
342  short (length) *    -   
343 tall *      - 

344  short (height) *       
345 thick *       
346 thin *       
347 fat *       
349  wide (breadth) * - -     
351 deep *       
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355A right side {-} - - - - - - 

355B left side *     -  
356A left side *   -   - 

356B left side *     -  
358 far *      - 

359 near *      - 

360A this *      - 

360B this * -    - - 

361A that *       
361B that *       
364 red *       
365 green *       
366 yellow *N  -   -  
368 new *       
369 old *    - - - 

370 dark *  -  - -  
373 different *CN       
374 sweet *      - 

375 sour *       
376 bitter *       
377  spicy hot *    - - - 

380 dry, to be dry * -   - -  
382 hot *VC -  -  -  
384 sharp *C    -   
385 blunt *  -   -  
386 heavy *       
387 hard *C    -  - 

388 smooth * -    -  
389 fast *    -  - 

393 tired * - -     
394A blind *       
394B blind *  -   - - 

395A deaf * - -     
No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

395A deaf * - - -    
399 bad *       
402 when (past) *       

403 where *     - - 

403 where *    -  - 

404 who * - -   -  
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406 how many person *     -  
407A  stream * - -   -  
407B stream * - -    - 

408 wet rice field *       
409 ripe *       
410 rice seedling * - -     
411A  pangolin *    - - - 

411B pangolin *    - -  
412  crested *     -  
413 water leech *     -  
414 land leech *       
415A earth worm *     -  
415B earth worm *  -  -  - 

416A I (1s) *       
416B I (1s) *     - - 

417A   thou (2s) *       
417B thou (2s) *     - - 

418A it *       
428B it *     - - 

429A we (1p) *       
429B we (1p) *  -     
420A you (2p) *       
420B you (2p) *  -     
421A they *       
421B they   *  -     
423 take *      - 

425 split with knife *  -   -  
426 bend *       

427 lift *      - 

430 half a quantity * -    - - 

432 warm *     - - 

434 difficult *    - - - 

437 elder bro. of m *    - - - 

438A elder sister of f *    - - - 

438B elder sister of f *    -  - 

439 elder sister of m *    -  - 

440A yr. bro. of m *    -   
440B yr. bro. of m *  -  - -  
441A  yr. sister of f *    - -  
No.     Gloss Proto Chin Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 
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441B yr. sister of f *    - -  
442 yr. sister of m *    -   
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APPENDIX B 

RECONSTRUCTED WORDS 

The following table shows the reconstructed Proto Chin vocabulary. Reconstructed 

words for disyllabic forms are the combination of each reconstructed syllables shown 

in Appendix A. Where there are two completing word forms, they are added as 

additional entity with the same reference number. In any disyllabic which is a 

compound syllable of A and B in Appendix A, a dot (.) will be used as a sign of 

syllable break. The left-hand column shows the reference number. The final two 

columns provide glosses of words and reconstructed form. 

No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

001     sky * 
002     sun * 
003     moon * 
004 star *. 
005    cloud * 
007    rain * 
010    thunder * 
011    shadow * 
012    night * 
013    day * 
014    morning * 

 

No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

015    noon * 
016    yesterday * 
018    year * 
019    east * 
020    west * 
021    north * 
022  south * 
023  water * 
025  sea * 
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026  earth/soil * 
028  dust * 
029  stone * 
No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

030  sand *{} 
033  silver * 
034  iron * 
035 mountain *
036 cave * 
037 forest * 
038 tree * 
039 branch *{C} 
040 tree bark * 
041 thorn * 
043 leaf * 
044 flower * 
045 fruit * 
048    bamboo * 
049 bamboo shoot * 
050 mushroom * 
051 rattan * 
052 kapok * 
053 sugarcane * 
056 liquor * 
057 banana * 
059 mango * 
062 eggplant * 
064 ginger * 
066 corn * 
067 red pepper *{}.{C} 
068  paddy rice * 
069  cooked rice * 
070  pounded rice * 
071  salt *
072  animal * 
073 tiger * 
074 bear * 
075  deer * 

076 monkey * 
077 gibbon *{} 

078 rabbit *{} 

079 porcupine * 

080  rat * 
081  dog * 
082  bark * 
084 cat *{CV} 
085  pig * 
087  milk * 
088  buffalo *
No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

089  horn of buffalo * 
090  tail * 
091  elephant * 
092  elephant tusk *{} 
093  bird * 
094  bird's nest * 
095  wing * 
096  feather * 
097  fly * 
098  egg * 
099  chicken * 
101  fish * 
102  snake * 
104 turtle * 
106    frog * 

107    insect * 
108    spider * 
109 spider web * 
110  louse head * 
111  termite * 
113  snail * 
114  mosquito * 
115  bee * 
116  fly * 
117  butterfly *
119  head *
120  face * 
121  brain * 
122  hair * 
123  forehead * 
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124  eyebrow * 
125  eye * 
127  nose * 
128  cheek * 
129  ear * 
130  mouth * 
131  tongue * 
132  saliva *
133  tooth * 
134 tooth * 
135  chin * 
136  beard * 
137  shave * 
138  back *VN 
140  navel * 
No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

141  heart * 
142  lungs * 
143  liver * 
144  intestines * 
145  hand * 
146  elbow * 
147  armpit * 
148 palm * 
149 finger *{} 
150 fingernail * 
152  leg * 
153  thigh * 
154  knee * 
155  calf * 
156  shin * 
157  foot *{} 
157 foot *{} 
159  bone * 
160  rib * 
161 flesh * 
162  fat * 
163  skin * 
164  blood * 
165  sweat * 

166  pus * 
167  excrement * 
168  urine * 
169 man * 
170 woman * 
171  person * 
172  father * 
173  mother * 
175 son in law * 
175 son in law * 
176  husband * 
177 wife * 
178 widow * 
180 yr. bro. of f. * 
182 name * 
183 village * 
184  road/path *
185 boat * 
186 house *
187 door * 
188 window * 
No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

189 roof * 
191  wall of house * 
192 mat * 
193 pillow * 
194 blanket * 
196  weave (cloth) * 
197  dye (cloth) * 
200 sew * 
201 needle * 
202 comb * 
205 pot (cooking) * 
205 pot (cooking) * 
207 mortar * 
208 pestle * 
211 firewood * 
212 fire * 
213 ashes * 
214 smoke (fire) * 
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216 drum * 
218  bow (cross bow) * 
219 arrow * 
220 spear * 
221 knife * 
222 hear * 
223  smell something * 
224 see * 
226 weep * 
227 eat * 
228 swallow * 
231 thirsty * 
232 drink *{} 
233 drunk * 
234 vomit * 
235 spit * 
236 cough * 
237 sneeze * 
238 yawn * 
242 lick * 
244 laugh * 
247 shout * 
250 sing * 
251 think *{} 
253 forget * 
256 hate * 
257 wait * 
No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

261 sleep * 
262 snore * 
263 dream * 
264 hurt * 
266 itch * 
267 scratch * 
268 shiver * 
269 die * 
270 ghost * 
271 sit * 
272 stand * 
273 kneel *{} 

274 walk *{CVC} 
275 crawl * 
277 enter * 
279 push * 
281 kick * 
283 fall * 
284 swim * 
287 flow * 
288 give * 
289 tie *{} 
291  rub/scrub * 
292 wash * 
293 launder * 
294 bathe * 
297 cut hair * 
299 grind * 
300 plant * 

301 dig * 
302  bury corpse * 
304  dry something * 
305  pound rice * 
307  boil something *  
312 dance * 
313 shoot * 
315 kill * 
317 buy * 
318 sell *  
319 exchange * 
320 pay * 
321 steal * 
322  one person * 
323 two *  
324 three * 
No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

325 four * 
326 five * 
327 six * 
328 seven * 
329 eight * 
330 nine * 
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331 ten * 
332 hundred * 
334 many * 
337 few * 
339 big * 
341 long * 
342  short (length) * 
343 tall * 
344  short (height) * 
345 thick * 
346 thin * 
347 fat * 
349  wide (breadth) * 
351 deep * 
355 right side *{}. 

356 left side * 
358 far * 
359 near * 
360 this * 
361 that * 
361 that * 
364 red * 
365 green * 
366 yellow *N 
368 new * 
369 old * 
370 dark * 
373 different *CN 
374 sweet * 
375 sour * 
376 bitter * 
377  spicy hot * 
380 dry, to be dry * 
382 hot *VC 

384 sharp *C 
385 blunt * 
386 heavy * 
387 hard *C 
388 smooth * 
No.     Gloss Proto Chin 

389 fast * 
393 tired * 
394 blind * 
395 deaf * 
399 bad * 
402 when (past) * 

403 where * 
403 where * 
404 who * 
406 how many person * 
407  stream *
408 wet rice field * 
409 ripe * 
410 rice seedling * 
411  pangolin * 
412  crested * 
413 water leech * 
414 land leech * 
415 earth worm * 
416 I (1s) * 
417   thou (2s) * 
417 thou (2s) * 
418 it * 
429 we (1p) *
420 you (2p) * 
421 they * 
423 take * 
425 split with knife * 
426 bend * 
427 lift * 
430 half a quantity * 

432 warm * 
434 difficult * 
437 elder bro. of m * 
438 elder sister of f * 
439 elder sister of m * 
440 yr. bro. of m * 
441  yr. sister of f * 
442 yr. sister of m * 
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APPENDIX C 

RECONSTRUCTED WORDS ALPHABETIZED BY CHIN 

The following table shows the reconstructed Proto Chin vocabulary alphabetized by 

Proto Chin. 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

*{}. 355 right side 

*{} 092  elephant tusk 

*{} 232 drink 

*{} 077 gibbon 

*{}.{C} 067 red pepper 

*{} 030  sand 

*{} 289 tie 

*CN 373 different 

*C 387 hard 

*C 384 sharp 

*N 366 yellow 

* 257 wait 

* 253 forget 

* 101  fish 

* 326 five 

*{} 251 think 

* 156  shin 

* 033  silver 

* 403 where 

* 418 it 

* 205 pot 9cooking) 

* 421 they 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

*. 004 star 

* 247 shout 

* 099  chicken 

* 393 tired 

* 057 banana 

* 205 pot (cooking) 

* 128  cheek 

* 062 eggplant 

* 069  cooked rice 

* 094  bird's nest 

* 272 stand 

* 228 swallow 

* 227 eat 

* 167  excrement 

* 093  bird 

* 176  husband 
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* 066 corn 

* 275 crawl 

* 001     sky 

* 356 left side 

* 085  pig 

* 074 bear 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 414 land leech 

* 028  dust 

* 163  skin 

* 213 ashes 

* 237 sneeze 

* 434 difficult 

* 404 who 

* 133  tooth 

* 134 tooth 

* 059 mango 

* 238 yawn 

* 360 this 

* 256 hate 

* 361 that 

* 186 house 

* 261 sleep 

* 135  chin 

* 361 that 

* 193 pillow 

* 322  one person 

* 376 bitter 

*{} 157  foot 

* 152  leg 

* 010    thunder 

*{} 157 foot 

* 115  bee 

* 095  wing 

* 270 ghost 

* 022  south 

* 165  sweat 

* 003     moon 

* 319 exchange 

* 121  brain 

* 200 sew 

* 374 sweet 

* 268 shiver 

* 267 scratch 

* 236 cough 

* 183 village 

* 216 drum 

* 154  knee 

*{} 273 kneel 

* 036 cave 

* 130  mouth 

* 349  wide (breadth) 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 114  mosquito 

* 313 shoot 

* 416 I (1s) 

* 429 we (1p) 

* 146  elbow 

* 089  horn of buffalo 

* 187 door 

* 403 where 

* 426 bend 

* 283 fall 

* 035 mountain 

* 020    west 

* 226 weep 

* 189 roof 

* 330 nine 

* 018    year 

* 145  hand 

*{} 149 finger 

* 148 palm 

* 150 fingernail 

*VC 382 hot 

* 358 far 

* 041 thorn 

* 011    shadow 

* 369 old 

* 250 sing 

* 184  road/path 
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*{CVC} 274 walk 

* 423 take 

* 140  navel 

* 312 dance 

* 026  earth soil 

* 111  termite 

* 131  tongue 

* 317 buy 

* 325 four 

* 242 lick 

* 339 big 

* 218  bow (cross bow) 

* 413 water leech 

* 408 wet rice field 

* 185 boat 

* 088  buffalo 

* 029  stone 

* 107    insect 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 141  heart 

* 234 vomit 

* 287 flow 

* 432 warm 

* 277 enter 

* 119  head 

* 409 ripe 

* 096  feather 

* 417 thou (2s) 

* 263 dream 

* 120  face 

* 175 son in law 

* 005    cloud 

* 090  tail 

* 212 fire 

* 214 smoke fire 

* 137  shave 

* 171  person 

* 370 dark 

* 125  eye 

* 124  eyebrow 

* 394 blind 

* 182 name 

* 108    spider 

* 109 spider web 

* 385 blunt 

* 224 see 

* 136  beard 

*VN 138  back 

* 395 deaf 

* 262 snore 

* 166  pus 

* 359 near 

* 127  nose 

*  323 two 

* 087  milk 

* 129  ear 

* 417   thou (2s) 

* 082  bark 

* 223  smell something 

* 279 push 

* 420 you (2p) 

* 180 yr. bro. of f. 

* 441  yr. sister of f 

* 440 yr. bro. of m 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 264 hurt 

* 160  rib 

* 388 smooth 

* 002     sun 

* 013    day 

* 344  short (height) 

* 291  rub scrub 

* 173  mother 

* 439 elder sister of m 

* 442 yr. sister of m 

* 178 widow 

* 170 woman 

* 177 wife 

* 244 laugh 

* 153  thigh 
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* 192 mat 

* 201 needle 

* 304  dry something 

* 302  bury (corpse) 

* 050 mushroom 

* 172  father 

* 117  butterfly 

* 169 man 

* 052 kapok 

* 191  wall of house 

* 044 flower 

* 346 thin 

* 288 give 

* 320 pay 

* 194 blanket 

* 331 ten 

* 365 green 

* 110  louse (head) 

* 051 rattan 

* 389 fast 

* 037 forest 

* 072  animal 

* 299 grind 

* 329 eight 

* 144  intestines 

* 386 heavy 

* 380 dry, to be dry 

* 197  dye (cloth) 

* 159  bone 

* 007    rain 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 048    bamboo 

* 049 bamboo shoot 

* 233 drunk 

* 327 six 

* 102  snake 

* 321 steal 

* 068  paddy rice 

* 175 son in law 

*{} 078 rabbit 

* 073 tiger 

* 079 porcupine 

* 411  pangolin 

* 328 seven 

* 161 flesh 

* 075  deer 

* 122  hair 

* 297 cut (hair) 

* 341 long 

* 343 tall 

* 091  elephant 

* 220 spear 

* 364 red 

* 292 wash 

*  307  boil something 

* 293 launder 

* 053 sugarcane 

* 305  pound rice 

* 281 kick 

* 208 pestle 

* 207 mortar 

* 104 turtle 

* 266 itch 

* 377  spicy hot 

* 219 arrow 

* 368 new 

* 315 kill 

* 347 fat 

* 162  fat 

* 045 fruit 

* 222 hear 

* 164  blood 

* 202 comb 

* 211 firewood 

*{C} 039 branch 

* 040 tree bark 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 038 tree 

* 043 leaf 

* 143  liver 
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* 034  iron 

* 269 die 

* 064 ginger 

* 116  fly 

* 188 window 

* 324 three 

* 375 sour 

* 271 sit 

* 351 deep 

* 345 thick 

* 021    north 

* 399 bad 

* 132  saliva 

* 019    east 

* 412  crested 

* 015    noon 

* 196  weave (cloth) 

* 070  pounded rice 

* 410 rice seedling 

* 334 many 

* 402 when (past) 

* 342  short (length) 

* 337 few 

* 415 earth worm 

* 123  forehead 

* 155  calf 

* 425 split with knife 

* 430 half a quantity 

* 113  snail 

* 221 knife 

* 300 plant 

* 235 spit 

* 071  salt 

* 301 dig 

* 427 lift 

* 142  lungs 

* 023  water 

* 098  egg 

* 407  stream 

* 231 thirsty 

* 025  sea 

* 294 bathe 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 284 swim 

* 106    frog 

* 081  dog 

* 437 elder bro. of m 

* 438 elder sister of f 

* 332 hundred 

* 147  armpit 

* 012    night 

* 406 how many person 

Proto Chin No.     Gloss 

* 016    yesterday 

* 014    morning 

*{CV} 084 cat 

* 076 monkey 

* 080  rat 

* 097  fly 

*  318 sell 

* 168  urine 

* 056 liquor 
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APPENDIX D 

RECONSTRUCTED WORDS ALPHABETIZED BY GLOSS 

The following table shows the reconstructed Proto Chin vocabulary alphabetized by 

English gloss. There is no entry for the words which do not have proto form.

  Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

animal 072  * 
armpit 147  * 
arrow 219 * 
ashes 213 * 
back 138  *VN 
bad 399 * 
bamboo 048    * 
bamboo shoot 049 * 
banana 057 * 
bark 082  * 
bathe 294 * 
bear 074 * 
beard 136  * 
bee 115  * 
bend 426 * 
big 339 * 
bird 093  * 
bird's nest 094  * 

bitter 376 * 
blanket 194 * 
Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

blind 394 * 
blood 164  * 
blunt 385 * 
boat 185 * 
boil something 307  *  
bone 159  * 
bow cross bow 218  * 
brain 121  * 
branch 039 *{C} 
buffalo 088  *
bury corpse 302  * 
butterfly 117  *
buy 317 * 
calf 155  * 
cat 084 *{CV} 
cave 036 * 



 

 

cheek 128  * 
chicken 099  * 
chin 135  * 
cloud 005    * 
Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

comb 202 * 
cooked rice 069  * 
corn 066 * 
cough 236 * 
crawl 275 * 
crested 412  * 
cut hair 297 * 
dance 312 * 
dark 370 * 
day 013    * 
deaf 395 * 
deep 351 * 
deer 075  * 

die 269 * 
different 373 *CN 
difficult 434 * 
dig 301 * 
dog 081  * 
door 187 * 
dream 263 * 
drink 232 *{} 
drum 216 * 
drunk 233 * 
dry something 304  * 
dry, to be dry 380 * 
dust 028  * 
dye cloth 197  * 
ear 129  * 
earth soil 026  * 
earth worm 415 * 
east 019    * 
eat 227 * 
egg 098  * 
eggplant 062 * 
eight 329 * 

elbow 146  * 
elder bro. of m 437 * 
elder sister of f 438 * 
elder sister of m 439 * 
elephant 091  * 
elephant tusk 092  *{} 
enter 277 * 
exchange 319 * 
excrement 167  * 
eye 125  * 
Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

eyebrow 124  * 
face 120  * 
fall 283 * 
far 358 * 
fast 389 * 
fat 162  * 
fat 347 * 
father 172  * 
feather 096  * 
few 337 * 
finger 149 *{} 
fingernail 150 * 
fire 212 * 
firewood 211 * 
fish 101  * 
five 326 * 
flesh 161 * 
flow 287 * 
flower 044 * 
fly 097  * 
fly 116  * 
foot 157  *{} 
foot 157 *{} 
forehead 123  * 
forest 037 * 
forget 253 * 
four 325 * 
frog 106    * 

fruit 045 * 



 

 

ghost 270 * 
gibbon 077 *{} 
ginger 064 * 
give 288 * 
green 365 * 
grind 299 * 
hair 122  * 
half a quantity 430 * 

hand 145  * 
hard 387 *C 
hate 256 * 
head 119  *
hear 222 * 
heart 141  * 
heavy 386 * 
horn of buffalo 089  * 
Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

hot 382 *VC 

house 186 *
how many person 406 * 
hundred 332 * 
hurt 264 * 
husband 176  * 
I (1s) 416 * 
insect 107    * 
intestines 144  * 
iron 034  * 
it 418 * 
itch 266 * 
kapok 052 * 
kick 281 * 
kill 315 * 
knee 154  * 
kneel 273 *{} 
knife 221 * 
land leech 414 * 
laugh 244 * 
launder 293 * 
leaf 043 * 
left side 356 * 

leg 152  * 
lick 242 * 
lift 427 * 
liquor 056 * 
liver 143  * 
long 341 * 
louse head 110  * 
lungs 142  * 
man 169 * 
mango 059 * 
many 334 * 
mat 192 * 
milk 087  * 
monkey 076 * 
moon 003     * 
morning 014    * 
mortar 207 * 
mosquito 114  * 
mother 173  * 
mountain 035 *
mouth 130  * 
mushroom 050 * 
Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

name 182 * 
navel 140  * 
near 359 * 
needle 201 * 
new 368 * 
night 012    * 
nine 330 * 
noon 015    * 
north 021    * 
nose 127  * 
old 369 * 
one person 322  * 
paddy rice 068  * 
palm 148 * 
pangolin 411  * 
pay 320 * 
person 171  * 



 

 

pestle 208 * 
pig 085  * 
pillow 193 * 
plant 300 * 

porcupine 079 * 

pot cooking 205 * 
pot cooking 205 * 
pound rice 305  * 
pus 166  * 
pus 166  * 
push 279 * 
rabbit 078 *{} 

rain 007    * 
rat 080  * 
rattan 051 * 
red 364 * 
red pepper 067 *{}.{C} 
rib 160  * 
rice seedling 410 * 
right side 355 *{}. 

ripe 409 * 
road path 184  *
roof 189 * 
root 042 *{} 
rub scrub 291  * 
saliva 132  *
salt 071  *
sand 030  *{} 
Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

scratch 267 * 
sea 025  * 
see 224 * 
sell 318 *  
seven 328 * 
sew 200 * 
shadow 011    * 
sharp 384 *C 
shave 137  * 
shin 156  * 
shiver 268 * 

shoot 313 * 
short height 344  * 
short length 342  * 
shout 247 * 
silver 033  * 
sing 250 * 
sit 271 * 
six 327 * 
skin 163  * 
sky 001     * 
sleep 261 * 
smell something 223  * 
smoke fire 214 * 
smooth 388 * 
snail 113  * 
snake 102  * 
sneeze 237 * 
snore 262 * 
son in law 175 * 
son in law 175 * 
sour 375 * 
south 022  * 
spear 220 * 
spicy hot 377  * 
spider 108    * 
spider web 109 * 
spit 235 * 
split with knife 425 * 
stand 272 * 
star 004 *. 
steal 321 * 
stone 029  * 
stream 407  *
sugarcane 053 * 
Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

sun 002     * 
swallow 228 * 
sweat 165  * 
sweet 374 * 
swim 284 * 



 

 

tail 090  * 
take 423 * 
tall 343 * 
ten 331 * 
termite 111  * 
that 361 * 
that 361 * 
they 421 * 
thick 345 * 
thigh 153  * 
thin 346 * 
think 251 *{} 
thirsty 231 * 
this 360 * 
thorn 041 * 
thou (2s) 417   * 
thou (2s) 417 * 
three 324 * 
thunder 010    * 
tie 289 *{} 
tiger 073 * 
tired 393 * 
tongue 131  * 
tooth 133  * 
tooth 134 * 
tree 038 * 
tree bark 040 * 
turtle 104 * 
two 323 *  
urine 168  * 
village 183 * 
vomit 234 * 
wait 257 * 
walk 274 *{CVC} 
wall of house 191  * 
warm 432 * 
wash 292 * 
water 023  * 
water leech 413 * 
we (1p) 429 *

Gloss No.     Proto Chin 

weave cloth 196  * 
weep 226 * 
west 020    * 
wet rice field 408 * 
when past 402 * 

where 403 * 
where 403 * 
who 404 * 
wide breadth 349  * 
widow 178 * 
wife 177 * 
window 188 * 
wing 095  * 
woman 170 * 
yawn 238 * 
year 018    * 
yellow 366 *N 
yesterday 016    * 
you (2p) 420 * 
yr. bro. of f. 180 * 
yr. bro. of m 440 * 
yr. sister of f 441  * 
yr. sister of m 442 * 
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APPENDIX E 

WORD LISTS IN FULL SYLLABLE 

The following table shows phonetic transcriptions of the word list  of 443 vocabulary items in full syllable. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

1 sky       
2 sun       
3 moon       
4 star       
5 cloud       
6 mist       
7 rain       
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8 rainbow       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

9 lightning       
10 thunder       
11 shadow       
12 night       
13 day      
14 morning       
15 noon       
16 yesterday       
17 morrow       
18 year       
19 east       
20 west       
21 north       
22 south       
23 water       
24 river       
25 sea       
26 earth/soil       
27 mud       
28 dust       
29 stone       
30 sand       
31 lime       
32 gold       
33 silver       
34 iron       
35 mountain       
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36 cave       
37 forest       
38 tree       
39 branch       
40 tree bark       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

41 thorn       
42 root       
43 leaf       
44 flower       
45 fruit       
46 seed       
47 grass       
48 bamboo       
49 bamboo shoot       
50 mushroom       
51 rattan       
52 kapok       
53 sugarcane       
54 betelnut       
55 opium       
56 liquor       
57 banana       
58 papaya       
59 mango       
60 jackfruit       
61 coconut       
62 eggplant       
63 peanut       
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64 ginger       
65 garlic       
66 corn       
67 red pepper       
68 paddy rice       
69 cooked rice       
70 pounded rice       
71 salt       
72 animal       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

73 tiger       
74 bear       
75 deer       
76 monkey       
77 gibbon       
78 rabbit       
79 porcupine       
80 rat       
81 dog       
82 bark       
83 bite       
84 cat       
85 pig       
86 cow       
87 milk       
88 buffalo       
89 horn of (buffalo)       
90 tail       
91 elephant       
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92 elephant tusk       
93 bird       
94 bird's nest       
95 wing       
96 feather       
97 fly       
98 egg       
99 chicken       
100 duck       
101 fish       
102 snake       
103 houselizard       
104 turtle       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

105 crocodile       
106 frog       
107 insect       
108 spider       
109 spiderweb      
110 lousehead       
111 termite      
112 cockroach       
113 snail       
114 mosquito       
115 bee       
116 fly       
117 butterfly       
118 scorpion       
119 head       
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120 face       
121 brain       
122 hair       
123 forehead       
124 eyebrow       
125 eye       
126 eyelid       
127 nose       
128 cheek       
129 ear       
130 mouth       
131 tongue       
132 saliva       
133 tooth       
134 gums       
135 chin       
136 beard       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

137 shave       
138 back       
139 belly       
140 navel       
141 heart       
142 lungs       
143 liver       
144 intestines       
145 hand       
146 elbow       
147 armpit       
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148 palm       
149 finger       
150 finger nail       
151 buttocks       
152 leg       
153 thigh       
154 knee       
155 calf       
156 shin       
157 foot       
158 heel       
159 bone       
160 rib       
161 flesh       
162 fat       
163 skin       
164 blood       
165 sweat       
166 pus       
167 excrement       
168 urine       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

169 man       
170 woman       
171 person       
172 father       
173 mother       
174 child       
175 son in law       
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176 husband       
177 wife       
178 widow       
179 bro elder of f       
180 bro yr of f       
181 friend       
182 name       
183 village       
184 road/path       
185 boat       
186 house       
187 door       
188 window       
189 roof       
190 area under house       
191 wall of house       
192 mat       
193 pillow       
194 blanket       
195 clothing       
196 weave cloth       
197 dye cloth       
198 sarong       
199 trousers       
200 sew       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

201 needle       
202 comb       
203 ring finger       
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204 paper       
205 pot cooking       
206 coconut shell       
207 mortar       
208 pestle       
209 spoon       
210 plate       
211 firewood       
212 fire       
213 ashes       
214 smoke of fire       
215 candle       
216 drum       
217 gong       
218 bow crossbow       
219 arrow       
220 spear       
221 knife       
222 hear       
223 smell something       
224 see       
225 wink       
226 weep       
227 eat       
228 swallow       
229 hungry       
230 full       
231 thirsty       
232 drink       
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No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

233 drunk       
234 vomit       
235 spit       
236 cough       
237 sneeze       
238 yawn       
239 breathe       
240 whistle       
241 suck       
242 lick       
243 smile       
244 laugh       
245 speak       
246 tell       
247 shout       
248 answer       
249 liefib       
250 sing       
251 think       
252 know       
253 forget       
254 choose       
255 love       
256 hate       
257 wait       
258 count       
259 afraid       
260 angry    -   
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261 sleep/lie       
262 snore       
263 dream       
264 hurt       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

265 medicine       
266 itch       
267 scratch       
268 shiver       
269 die       
270 ghost       
271 sit       
272 stand       
273 kneel       
274 walk       
275 crawl       
276 come       
277 enter       
278 return       
279 push       
280 pull       
281 kick       
282 throw       
283 fall       
284 swim       
285 float       
286 sink       
287 flow       
288 give       
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289 tie       
290 wipe       
291 rub/scrub       
292 wash       
293 launder       
294 bathe       
295 hit       
296 split       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

297 cut hair       
298 stab       
299 grind       
300 plant       
301 dig       
302 bury (corpse)       
303 winnow rice       
304 dry something       
305 pound rice       
306 cook rice       
307 boil something       
308 burn       
309 extingth (fire)       
310 work       
311 play       
312 dance       
313 shoot       
314 hunt       
315 kill       
316 fight       
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317 buy       
318 sell       
319 exchange       
320 pay       
321 steal       
322 one person       
323 two       
324 three       
325 four       
326 five       
327 six       
328 seven       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

329 eight       
330 nine       
331 ten       
332 hundred       
333 thousand       
334 many       
335 all       
336 some       
337 few       
338 half a unit       
339 big       
340 small       
341 long       
342 short (length)       
343 tall       
344 short (height)       
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345 thick       
346 thin       
347 fat       
348 skinny       
349 wide (breadth)       
350 narrow       
351 deep       
352 shallow       
353 round       
354 full       
355 right side       
356 left side       
357 straight       
358 far       
359 near       
360 this       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

361 that       
362 black       
363 white       
364 red       
365 green       
366 yellow       
367 dirty       
368 new       
369 old       
370 dark       
371 bright       
372 the same       
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373 different       
374 sweet       
375 sour       
376 bitter       
377 spicy hot       
378 rotten       
379 swell        
380 dry       
381 wet       
382 hot       
383 cold       
384 sharp       
385 blunt       
386 heavy       
387 hard       
388 smooth       
389 fast       
390 slow       
391 strong       
392 weak       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

393 tired       
394 blind       
395 deaf       
396 bald       
397 naked       
398 good       
399 bad       
400 correct       
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401 wrong       
402 when (past)       
403 where       
404 who       
405 what       
406 how many person       
407 stream       
408 wet rice field       
409 ripe       
410 rice seedling       
411 pangolin       
412 crested       
413 water leech       
414 land leech       
415 earth worm       
416 I (1s)       
417 thou (2s)       
418 it       
419 we (1p)       
420 you (2p)       
421 they       
422 sleeping area       
423 take       
424 disappear       
No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

425 knife       
426 bend       
427 lift       
428 make       
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429 don't doit       
430 half a quantity       
431 disgusting       
432 warm       
433 cool       
434 difficult       
435 easy       
436 loose       
437 bro elder of m       
438 sis elder of f       
439 sis elder of m       
440 bro yr of m       
441 sis yr of f       
442 sis yr o fm          
443 when future       
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APPENDIX F 

WORD LISTS USED FOR LEXICOSTATISTICS 

The following table shows phonetic transcriptions of the word lists of 100 vocabularies used for lexicostatistic analysis. 

The first column from the left is a serial number for this word list and the second column indicates the reference number 

that appears in the general word lists. The third column is the English gloss and the rest are the words in languages 

compared by lexicostatistic comparison. 

Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Thado Sinyin Tedim Zo Bualkhaw Zanniet Falam Taisun Hakha Hakha Thantlang 

1 1 sky            
2 2 sun            
3 3 moon            
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Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Thado Sinyin Tedim Zo Bualkhaw Zanniet Falam Taisun Hakha Hakha Thantlang 

4 4 star            
5 5 cloud            
6 7 rain            
7 12 night            
8 18 year            
9 23 water            
10 26 earth/soil            
11 29 stone            
12 34 iron            
13 35 mountain            
14 38 tree            
15 41 thorn            
16 42 root         - -  
17 43 leaf            
18 46 seed            
19 48 bamboo            
20 76 monkey            
21 81 dog            
22 83 bite            
23 89 horn             
24 90 tail            
25 93 bird            
26 95 wing            
27 96 feather            
28 97 fly            
29 98 egg            
30 101 fish            
31 110 louse head            
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32 119 head            
33 122 hair            
34 125 eye            
35 127 nose            
Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Thado Sinyin Tedim Zo Bualkhaw Zanniet Falam Taisun Hakha Hakha Thantlang 

36 129 ear            
37 130 mouth            
38 131 tongue            
39 133 tooth            
40 135 chin            
41 139 belly            
42 141 heart            
43 143 liver            
44 145 hand            
45 150 finger nail            
46 152 leg            
47 154 knee            
48 159 bone            
49 161 flesh            
50 163 skin            
51 171 person            
52 172 father            
53 173 mother            
54 182 name            
55 184 road/path            
56 192 mat            
57 212 fire            
58 213 ashes            
59 214 smoke            
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60 224 see            
61 226 weep            
62 227 eat            
63 234 vomit            
64 244 laugh            
65 250 sing            
66 251 think            
67 269 die            
Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Thado Sinyin Tedim Zo Bualkhaw Zanniet Falam Taisun Hakha Hakha Thantlang 

68 271 sit            
69 272 stand            
70 277 enter            
71 281 kick            
72 284 swim            
73 288 give            
74 308 burn            
75 312 dance            
76 313 shoot            
77 315 kill            
78 318 sell            
79 322 one person            
80 323 two            
81 334 many            
82 335 all            
83 339 big            
84 341 long            
85 344 short height            
86 345 thick            
87 351 deep            
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88 354 full            
89 360 this            
90 361 that            
91 362 black            
92 363 white            
93 364 red            
94 365 green            
95 368 new            
96 376 bitter            
97 382 hot            
98 386 heavy            
99 403 where            
Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Thado Sinyin Tedim Zo Bualkhaw Zanniet Falam Taisun Hakha Hakha Thantlang 

100 404 who            
 













Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Mizo Khualsim Senthang Matu Kaang Dai Khumi Asho Lautu-H Mara Lakher 

1 1 sky        -    
2 2 sun            
3 3 moon            
4 4 star            
5 5 cloud           -
6 7 rain     -  -   -  
7 12 night       -     
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8 18 year       -     
9 23 water            
10 26 earth/soil       -     
11 29 stone            
12 34 iron            
13 35 mountain     -  -     
14 38 tree            
15 41 thorn           - 
16 42 root     -       
17 43 leaf       -     
18 46 seed     -       
19 48 bamboo            
20 76 monkey       -     
21 81 dog            
22 83 bite          - - 
23 89 horn            - 
Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Mizo Khualsim Senthang Matu Kaang Dai Khumi Asho Lautu-H Mara Lakher 

24 90 tail            
25 93 bird            
26 95 wing           - 
27 96 feather           - 
28 97 fly            
29 98 egg            
30 101 fish            
31 110 louse head          - - 
32 119 head            
33 122 hair          -  
34 125 eye          -  
35 127 nose            
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36 129 ear            
37 130 mouth    - -  -   -  
38 131 tongue            
39 133 tooth            
40 135 chin       -    - 
41 139 belly            
42 141 heart            
43 143 liver            
44 145 hand       -     
45 150 finger nail            
46 152 leg        -  -  
47 154 knee            
48 159 bone            
49 161 flesh     -      - 
50 163 skin        -    
51 171 person          -  
52 172 father            
53 173 mother            
54 182 name            
55 184 road/path -           
Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Mizo Khualsim Senthang Matu Kaang Dai Khumi Asho Lautu-H Mara Lakher 

56 192 mat            
57 212 fire            
58 213 ashes           - 
59 214 smoke            
60 224 see            
61 226 weep            
62 227 eat            
63 234 vomit            
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64 244 laugh            
65 250 sing            
66 251 think        -    
67 269 die            
68 271 sit     -       
69 272 stand            
70 277 enter        -    
71 281 kick           - 
72 284 swim            
73 288 give            
74 308 burn           - 
75 312 dance            
76 313 shoot           - 
77 315 kill            
78 318 sell            
79 322 one person            
80 323 two            
81 334 many            
82 335 all            
83 339 big            
84 341 long            
85 344 short height            
86 345 thick            
87 351 deep            
Sr.No Ref.No. Gloss Mizo Khualsim Senthang Matu Kaang Dai Khumi Asho Lautu-H Mara Lakher 

88 354 full            
89 360 this           - 
90 361 that           - 
91 362 black            
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92 363 white            
93 364 red            
94 365 green            
95 368 new            
96 376 bitter            
97 382 hot            
98 386 heavy           - 
99 403 where            
100 404 who            
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APPENDIX G 

THE STATUS OF THE VOICELESS LABIAL FRICATIVE 

As discussed in section 4.2.4 the status of voiceless labial fricative /f/ in proto 

language is questioanable. Table H-1  (repeated from Table 65) is the cognate set 

based on the current data. Eventhough there seems to be a consistent sound 

correspodence across the languges, due to the limited data it is doubtful to posit the 

voiceless labial fricative as a proto phoneme. 

No. Gloss Tedim Mizo Hakha Mara Khumi Kaang 

053 sugarcane       
220 spear     -  

Table G-1. Chin initial voiceless labial fricative // 

Table G-2 provides addition data which bears on this question. Except the first two 

words, 26 Mizo words are taken from Bhasakararao (1996:113) and 20 Hakha words 

are based on the author’s knowledge.  
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Bhaskararao’s data is modified by changing  /ng/ to /aw/ to /He does not show 

tone for Mizo, the Tedim tonal marks correlate with the current data as 1=2= and 

3=

No. Tedim Hakha Mizo Gloss 

1    sugarcane 

2    spear 

3 1   son; offspring 

4 3   feed with the mouth; by hand 

5 1   seed 

6 12 -  cucumber 

7 2   drip; leak 

8 2   pine tree 

9 1 -  kiss; suck 

10 2   apron, wear a lower garment 

11 1   suck (as sugarcane, fluids) 

12 1   understand accurately 

13 1   wrap up in a parcel or bundle 

14 3   rainy season 

15 1   sag, hang low 

16 3   erect 

17 2
2   clear, transparent 

18 2
2   wise, clever, artful, 

19 11 -  mean, stingy, thrifty, miserly 

20 13 -  orphan 

21 11   one who presides at a feast 

22 1 -  alone, only 

23 3 -  along with 

24 2 -  much, all 

25 2   gather fagots 

26 3   gather, pick up (stick, firewood) 

27 2
2   be high pitched, noisy 

28 3232 -  laugh after joke, humorous 

Table G-2. The consistent correspondence of // in Tedim and // in Mizo and Hakha 

The Table unambiguously shows that the voiceless labial fricative in Hakha and Mizo 

consistently corresponds with voiceless coronal stop in Tedim. Based on the 
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consistent sound change between Tedim, Hakha and Mizo, if we assume that the 

other languages share the consistent sound changes which are shown in Table G-1, it 

is possible to posit the voiceless labiodental fricative /f/ as the reflex of the voiceless 

alveolar fricative *.  

 

Mara and Khumi are conservative as they keep the proto phoneme, whereas the others 

have gone through phonological changes. 

The voiceless alveolar fricative *becomes the voiceless labiodental fricative in 

Mizo and Hakha by fronting. 

Rule 1. Fronting (Hakha, Mizo) 

* > /$___ 

Tedim and Kaang despirantize *to //.  

Rule 2. Despirantization (Tedim, Kaang) 

* > /$___ 
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